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Abstract
The constituents of a quantum many-body system can be inextricably linked, a
phenomenon known as quantum entanglement. Entanglement can be used as a
resource for quantum computing, quantum communication and detecting phase
transitions, among others. The amount of entanglement can be quantified via
the von Neumann and Rényi entropies, which have their origins in information
theory.
In this work, the quantum entanglement between subsystems of a one
dimensional lattice model of fermions is quantified. The von Neumann and
Rényi entropies were calculated for two types of subsystems. In the first study,
the subsystems were treated as two subsets of particles, and in the second, as
two spatial subregions. Finally, by considering particle superselection rules,
the amount of entanglement that can actually be accessed as a resource was
calculated. In all cases, the quantum entanglement served to detect phase
transitions in the model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The t− V Model
So called "toy models" are ubiquitous in condensed matter physics. These de-
scribe a complex system in simple terms so that attention can be given to an
underlying mechanism of such system. The Ising model, in it simplest form,
can describe how a system spontaneously becomes a ferromagnet by consider-
ing interactions between quantum spins and tuning an external temperature.
Similarly, the Hubbard model considers the interaction strength of electrons
on a lattice and a hopping rate to describe the transition between conductor
and insulator. The fact that the two aforementioned examples mention phase
transitions is not mere coincidence.
Near a phase transition, small set of parameters governs macroscopical phys-
ical behavior, a phenomenon known as universality. Different systems having
the same value for such universality parameters are said to fall under the same
universality class.
The studies that will be presented in this thesis are concerned with a specific
model, which shall be referred to as the t−V model. This model, is equivalent to
theXXZ spin model and describes N itinerant spinless fermions on a 1D lattice
of size L. These fermions can tunnel to neighboring sites and the rate at which
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they do so is proportional to a hopping parameter t. An interaction potential,
V , between the fermions is also considered, which could be repulsive (V > 0)
or attractive (V < 0). Periodic and anti-periodic boundary conditions will be
assumed for the case of odd and even particles, respectively. Mathematically,
this is represented by the following Hamiltonian:
H = −t
∑
i
(
c†ici+1 + c
†
i+1ci
)
+ V
∑
i
nini+1 (1.1)
where c†i (ci) creates (annihilates) a fermion on site i and ni = c
†
ici counts
the number of fermions on site i. Formally, these creation and annihilation
operators are defined such that the following anticommutation relations are
satisfied: {
c†i , c
†
j
}
= 0 , {ci, cj} = 0 ,
{
ci , c
†
j
}
= δij, (1.2)
where δij is the Kronecker-Delta function. For example, in the case that there’s
no fermion on the site in which the creation operator acts, then c† |0〉 = |1〉.
The interaction term can then be understood conceptually as adding to the
potential energy of the system if there are multiple particles in neighboring
sites. Conceptually, the first term may be more difficult to understand in its
current representation, due to this operator being non-diagonal. Nevertheless,
expressing it in the momentum basis, where it is diagonal, illustrates that how
contributions to the kinetic energy come from all particles with nonzero mo-
mentum (which will be all of them unless t = 0). A detailed mapping of the
kinetic energy operator from lattice site to momentum basis can be seen in
Appendix A.
Figure 1.1 shows the phase diagram of the t−V model. For V/t −2, the
fermions cluster together due to the strong attractive interaction. The state
in this regime is an equal superposition of all possible such cluster configura-
tions over all lattice sites. At V/t = −2, the system undergoes a first order
2
Figure 1.1: Phase diagram of the t−V model accompanied by pictures of candi-
date ground states for N = 2 fermions on a L = 4 site lattice. For the purposes
of measuring accessible entanglement, the lattice has been bipartitioned into
spatial subregions A (blue) and B (red), each of size ` = 2. We assume an-
tiperiodic boundary conditions. In the limit of strong attractive interactions
where V/t −2, the particles cluster together and there are L equally proba-
ble configurations corresponding to all translations of the cluster. At the first
order phase transition where V/t = −2, all (L
N
)
configurations are equally prob-
able resulting in a flat state. In the TLL phase with |V/t| < 2, particles are
delocalized and we have included a characteristic state corresponding to free
fermions (V = 0). In the limit of strong repulsive interactions where V/t 2,
fermions maximize their distance from each other resulting in a charge density
wave (CDW) phase. The open and closed circles on the V/t axis denote a first
order and continuous phase transition, respectively.
phase transition into the Tomonaga-Luttinger Liquid (TLL) phase. Here, the
state is in a superposition of all possible configurations of the fermions on the
lattice, with the weights of each being different, in general. At V/t = 2, the
system undergoes a continuous phase transition into the charged density wave
(CDW) phase. At V/t  2, the strong repulsion between particles leads to
them forming an alternating pattern of particle-vacancy-particle- . . . The state
in this regime becomes an equal superposition of the only two possible such
configurations.
Notice that in Figure 1.1 the lattice sites have two different colors, blue and
red. This is to illustrate that a system can be partitioned into smaller subre-
gions. In this particular example, each partition would be of size 2 lattice sites.
In fact, subdividing a system into this smaller subsystems will be necessary for
the main phenomenon of interest in this thesis: quantum entanglement. The
bulk of this work will consist of quantifying the amount of entanglement of a
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system via entropy measures. Before getting to explaining entanglement, in the
next section, an overview of entropy or information measures will be given.
1.2 Information measures
The probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics, provides an ideal test bed for
entropy measures. In section 1.1, it was mentioned that knowing something
about A, will give you information about its entangled pair B. The amount of
information gained in such measurement can be quantified by the entropy of a
subsystem. Recall that, in essence, entropy is related to the disorder of a system.
Thus, doing a measurement on a high entropy state, will give more information
than in a highly ordered state, in which the outcome of the measurement is more
like to be known a priori. For this reason, entropy measures will be referred to
as information measures for the remainder of this work.
In the next section, the information measure used to quantify entangle-
ment, will be introduced. Then, the actual measures of entanglement will be
presented.
1.2.1 Shannon entropy
The Shannon or information entropy is the average amount of information
gained from a data set in which the entries occur according to some probability
distribution. It is defined as:
S = −
∑
i
pi logb pi (1.3)
where the sum is carried over all entries in the data set and pi is the proba-
bility of measuring entry i, with pi > 0. The base b can be chosen arbitrarily
depending on the context. The base will be chosen as the number e such that
logb → ln for the remainder of this work. Up next, a hopefully simple example
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will be presented in order to give some intuition about how information gain
can be estimated with Eq. (1.3)
Consider a regular coin flip. Disregarding all physical effects that can some-
how bias the outcome, it is expected that either heads or tails will randomly
occur with equal probability 1/2. Then, since there is no bias towards any of
the two possible outcomes of the coin flip, the information gain should be at a
maximum. The Shannon entropy for this case is:
S = −1
2
ln
1
2
− 1
2
ln
1
2
= ln 2
S ≈ 0.6931 . . .
In base 2, this would correspond to a whole bit of information gained in the
coin measurement. Now, consider a coin that has been modified in such a
way that it is more likely to get one outcome than the other. For the sake of
this example, let’s say that heads shall occur with probability 2/3, while tails
with 1/3. Then, since it is two times more likely that heads will occur instead
of tails, more certainty about the outcome is known beforehand and thus the
information gained decreases. Shannon entropy gives:
S = −2
3
ln
2
3
− 1
3
ln
1
3
S ≈ 0.6365 . . .
Finally, an extreme case would be a coin that was incorrectly manufactured
and has heads on two sides. Opposite to a regular coin, in which maximum
information is gained because both heads and tails have the same probability,
the probability for heads to land in this case is 1, while 0 for tails. Since the
result is already known before the coin flip, the information gain after the coin
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flip is none. Shannon entropy gives:
S = −1 ln 1 = 0
Formally, the "tails" outcome is not even included in the summation when
calculating the Shannon entropy to avoid taking the logarithm of zero, which
is undefined. Now that some intuitive examples were discussed, the quantum
information theory counterpart of Shannon’s entropy will be presented.
1.2.2 von Neumann entropy
In calculating the Shannon entropy, the probabilities of random events occur-
ring are required. The probabilities of finding a system in a certain state can
be encoded in its density matrix. The density matrix is defined as:
ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| (1.4)
where |Ψ〉 is the state of the full system, such that |Ψ〉 ∈ H = A ⊗ B and
the normalization condition on the states of the system imply that Tr ρ = 1.
The state |Ψ〉 can be partitioned into subregions or subsystems that live in
Hilbert Space A and B, respectively. The von Neumann entropy measures the
information gained about subsystem B by doing a measurement on subsystem
A. The von Neumann entropy is defined as:
S = −Tr ρA ln ρA (1.5)
where ρA is known as the reduced density matrix of subsystem A and it is
obtained by tracing out the degrees of freedom in B, an operation known as
the partial trace (with respect to B, in this case). The reduced matrix of A is
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then:
ρA = TrB ρ =
∑
b
〈ψb|Ψ|ψb〉 (1.6)
where the sum is carried over all possible states in which subsystem B can be
in and ψb denotes each of these states. Normalization implies that Tr ρA = 1.
The von Neumann requires access to the density matrix of the system. The
density matrix can be obtained via exact diagonalization of the ground state
Hamiltonian (see Appendix B for details on Lanczos diagonalization). For large
systems though, exact diagonalization is not feasible due to the exorbitant
amount of memory required, and quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods must
be employed. In QMC methods, there is no access to the reduced density
matrix, but the expectation value of a unitary operator that swaps the A states
between two identical copies of a system gives higher powers of the reduced
density matrix [1]. In other words, ρA is not accessible but ραA can be obtained
for α > 1. It was also shown experimentally [2] that ραA can be obtained by
interference of two identical copies of ultra-cold atoms. Thus, a new formulation
of the entropy must be introduced that depends on higher powers of ρ.
1.2.3 Rényi entanglement entropy
In order to calculate entropy via QMC or experimentally [1, 2], a measure
that depends on powers of the reduced density matrix larger than 1 must be
used, since these methods do not have access to the reduced density matrix.
The Rényi entanglement entropy, which is the analogue of the Rényi entropy
from information theory, provides an information measure that depends on ραA
instead of ρA. The Rényi entanglement entropy is defined as:
Sα =
1
1− α ln Tr ρ
α
A (1.7)
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where α is known as the Rényi index. In the limit of α → 1, the Rényi
entanglement entropy becomes to the von Neumann entropy. Higher Rényi
indices will result in lower Rényi entanglement entropies, as shall be discussed
next.
Due to the normalization condition imposed on the reduced density matrix,
the sum of its eigenvalues must also be unity. Each of the eigenvalues must then
belong to the closed interval [0, 1]. Raising ρA to a power α > 1 is equivalent
to raising each eigenvalue by α and as a result, the trace of ρA will decrease. A
lower trace of ρA will then make the Rényi entanglement entropy lower. Thus,
Sα is a monotonically decreasing function of α.
Now that the t − V model and the information measures have been intro-
duced, it is time to discuss quantum entanglement itself.
1.3 Quantum entanglement
A quantum many body system is entangled if its constituents present correla-
tions that cannot be classically described. Mathematically, a quantum many-
body system is entangled if it cannot be factored into a tensor product of the
state of subsystems A and B. The condition for entanglement is then,
|Ψ〉 6= |ΨA〉 ⊗ |ΨB〉 (1.8)
Assuming subsystems A and B are entangled with one another, knowing some-
thing about A automatically gives you some knowledge of B. Since the average
information gained about B when measuring A can be quantified via von Neu-
mann and Rényi entanglement entropies, these can be used as indication of
how entangled the two subsystems are with each other. A system is highly
entangled if its state possesses a large entanglement entropy.
The subsystems in which a system is partitioned can represent subsets of
8
Figure 1.2: Schematic of a one-dimensional lattice of L = 8 sites and N = 4
particles under two types of bipartitions. The top lattice is bipartitioned into
two spatial subregions A (red) and B (blue). The size of both subregions is
`A = `B = 4 sites. The bottom lattice is bipartitioned into two subsets of
identical particles. Subset A consists of only nA = 1 particles, while B consists
of nB = N − nA = 3.
particles or quantum modes. The modes can represent spatial subregions, mo-
menta, spins, etc... Since the case of entanglement in the t − V model under
a spatial bipartition was studied in this work, from here onwards, the mode
partition shall be referred to as a spatial partition. Up next, an overview of
particle-partitioned and spatially-partitioned entanglement is given.
A many-body system can be partitioned into subsets of particles. In the
case of a particle bipartition, one of the subsets will have n particles and its
complementary subset, N−n particles, where N is the total number of particles
in the system. To quantify entanglement between the subsets of particles, the
n−body reduced density matrix (n−RDM) is used:
ρn =
∫
dxn+1· · ·
∫
dxN〈xn+1 . . . xN |Ψ〉〈Ψ|xn+1 . . . xN〉 (1.9)
where |Ψ〉 is the first quantized wavefunction of a system of N identical parti-
cles, and is properly anti-symmetrized or symmetrized for fermions and bosons,
respectively. The entanglement of a system under a particle bipartition allows
us to measure non-local effects, complementing the study of spatial entangle-
ment. In measuring spatial entanglement, a system is bipartitioned into a
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spatial subregion of size `A and a complementary region size L − `A ≡ `B.
Under this type of partition, states are represented in second quantization. In
other words, a state |Ψ〉 = |n1〉 ⊗ |n2〉 · · · ⊗ |nN〉 is characterized by the set of
occupation numbers on each site. In the case of fermions, 0 and 1 correspond
to a vacant and occupied site, respectively. Figure 1.2 illustrates schematically
a 1D lattice of size L = 8 and N = 4 under a spatial and then a particle
bipartition.
1.3.1 Accessible Entanglement
Whether it’s under a particle or spatial bipartition, the goal is to use the en-
tanglement present in a system as a resource. The von Neumann and Rényi
entropies provide mathematical quantification of the entanglement of a system.
Nevertheless, for physical applications, superselection rules (SSR), such as par-
ticle number and spin conservation must be considered. An SSR, restricts the
possible quantum states that can be obtained after measurement. For illustra-
tion of an SSR, take the example of N particles on a 1D lattice partitioned into
two spatial subregions A and B. If initially there are n particles in the sites
belonging to subregion A, then, after measurement, the positions of the parti-
cles could change, but the number of particles in A will still be n. In this case,
a local particle number SSR has been imposed. In Ref. [3], a new formulation
for the entanglement was proposed that takes this particle number SSR into
account.
For a quantum many-body system subject to physical laws conserving some
quantity (particle number, charge, spin, etc.), the set of local operations on
the state |Ψ〉 are limited to those that don’t violate the corresponding global
superselection rule. For simplicity, attention will be focused to the case of
fixed total particles N and thus we are restricted to only those operators which
locally preserve the particle number in A. The effect this has on the amount
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of entanglement that can be transferred to a qubit register is apparent from
the simple example (adapted from Ref. [3]) of one particle confined to two
spatial modes A and B corresponding to site occupations. Then, for the state
|Ψ〉 = (|1〉A ⊗ |0〉B + |0〉A ⊗ |1〉B) /
√
2, Eq. (1.5) gives that S1 = ln 2. However,
this entanglement cannot be transferred to a register prepared in initial state
|0〉R via a SWAP gate:
SWAP |0〉R ⊗ (|1〉A ⊗ |0〉B + |0〉A ⊗ |1〉B) /
√
2
=
1√
2
(|1〉R ⊗ |0〉A ⊗ |0〉B︸ ︷︷ ︸
N 6=1
+ |0〉R ⊗ |0〉A ⊗ |1〉B︸ ︷︷ ︸
N=1
)
The SWAP gate in the example above takes the register modes and exchanges
them with the modes in subsystem A of the resource:
SWAP |φ〉R ⊗ |ψ〉A = |ψ〉R ⊗ |φ〉A (1.10)
The SWAP can be defined such that it exchanges resource modes with modes
in B instead. Notice that the first term post SWAP in the example preserves
particle number in the resource, since there is a total of 1 particle in A and B.
But, the last term is not physically allowed since it has no particles at all in A
and B, thus violating the restriction that total particle number be fixed. The
state of the register post-swap will remain in a product state, meaning that the
amount of entanglement that can be accessed as a resource is identically zero.
In general, it will be seen that the amount of accessible entanglement will be
less than or equal to the full entanglement of the system.
Formally, the accessible entanglement is defined as:
Sacc1 =
∑
n
PnS1(ρAn) (1.11)
where the sum is carried over all possible local particle numbers of A, Pn is
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the probability that subsystem A will have n particles, S1 is the von Neumann
entropy, which will be a function of ρAn . Notice the additional subscript n
in the reduced density matrix expression. Whereas for the full entanglement
entropy, knowing ρA would suffice, for the accessible entanglement entropy, the
reduced density matrix must be also be projected onto the subspace of local
particle number n. Additionally, recall that the normalization condition asks
for
∑
n Pn = 1. This accessible entropy was originally only well defined for
the von Neumann entropy S1. Recently, a generalized version of the accessible
entanglement that works for Rényi indices greater than 1 was proposed [4], such
that any accessible Rényi entropy can now be calculated.
Now that all the ground work for the results presented in this thesis has
been introduced, an outline of the remaining chapters is given. In chapter 2, the
particle-partitioned entanglement entropies in the t− V model will be studied.
By neglecting the exact entanglement entropies of free fermions, the contribu-
tion to particle entanglement coming from particle interactions is calculated.
It is also seen that results from exact diagonalization agree with predictions
coming from Tomonaga-Luttinger Liquid (TLL) theory. Chapter 3 will present
computational results that support the generalization of the accessible Rényi
entropies, this time under spatial bipartitions of the t − V model. A power-
law scaling is suggested for a peak near the continuous phase transition of the
model. Then, the difference between full and accessible entanglement entropies
is computed at various regimes of the model and it is shown that the probability
of finding a number of particles n in one subregion of the system after mea-
surement follows a Gaussian distribution in the TLL regime. Finally, chapter
4 will briefly discuss some unanswered questions that have emerged from the
projects presented here and future ones will be discussed. This final chapter
will conclude with a summary of the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Particle Partition Entanglement in
the t− V Model
2.1 Abstract
We investigate the scaling of the Rényi entanglement entropies for a particle
bipartition of interacting spinless fermions in one spatial dimension. In the
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid regime, we calculate the second Rényi entangle-
ment entropy and show that the leading order finite-size scaling is equal to a
universal logarithm of the system size plus a non-universal constant. Higher-
order corrections decay as power-laws in the system size with exponents that
depend only on the Luttinger parameter. We confirm the universality of our
results by investigating the one dimensional t−V model of interacting spinless
fermions via exact-diagonalization techniques. The resulting sensitivity of the
particle partition entanglement to boundary conditions and statistics supports
its utility as a probe of quantum liquids.
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2.2 Introduction
Identical particles are fundamentally indistinguishable in quantum mechanics,
unlike their classical counterparts that can always be discriminated due to an
infinite set of observable properties. While this indistinguishability allows for
the power provided by the second quantization formalism, it can also lead to
ambiguity [5–7] when considering another defining property of composite quan-
tum systems: entanglement. A pure state representing N quantum particles
|Ψ〉 ∈ H in Hilbert space H is said to be bipartite entangled if it cannot be writ-
ten in a simple tensor product form |Ψ〉 6= |ΨA〉⊗|ΨB〉 where A and B are vector
spaces with |ΨA〉 ∈ A and |ΨB〉 ∈ B such that A ⊗ B = H. Conventionally,
A and B correspond to a set of distinguishable single-particle modes whose oc-
cupation numbers are physical observables, i.e., spatial or momentum modes.
However, for indistinguishable itinerant particles, there is no natural tensor
product decomposition into single-particle modes due to the symmetrization or
anti-symmetrization of the wavefunction with respect to the interchange of first
quantized particle coordinates for bosons and fermions, respectively. Thus, the
mode entanglement may depend on the choice of single-particle modes, leading
to questions as to which (if any) are preferred and moreover, if these quan-
tum correlations are even physically meaningful [3, 8–14]. For example, even
in the absence of interactions, a system of N free itinerant bosons [15, 16] or
fermions [17–19] is always entangled under a spatial biparition as a result of all
allowed states being normalized linear combinations of Slater determinants or
permanents.
Insights into these issues can be gained by considering the N -body wave-
function in first quantized form where a bipartition can be made in terms of
identical particle labels. The resulting n-particle partition entanglement is a
measure of quantum correlations between the subsets of n and N −n particles.
As individual (or groups of) identical particles are not operationally distin-
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guishable, there have been claims that this type of entanglement is not useful
as a resource for quantum information processing [8, 13, 20]. However, schemes
have been recently proposed to transfer it to experimentally addressable modes
[21]. In a foundational series of papers, Haque et al. explored the particle par-
tition entanglement in fractional quantum hall [22, 23] and itinerant bosonic,
fermionic and anyonic lattice gases in one spatial dimension [24, 25]. This type
of particle partition entanglement has since been investigated in other one di-
mensional systems including the fermionic Calogero-Sutherland [26], anyonic
hard-core [27] and bosonic Lieb-Liniger [28, 29] models as well as rotating Bose
and Fermi gases in two dimensions [30]. In analogy to the universal finite size
scaling behavior of the entanglement entropy of one dimensional quantum gases
under a spatial mode bipartition [31–33], a leading order scaling form for the
particle partition entanglement entropy S supported by exact diagonalization
on small lattice models was proposed in Ref. [24] which is linear in the subsys-
tem size n and logarithmic in the system size N : S ∼ n lnN .
Motivated by this empirical prediction, in this thesis, we investigate the
particle partition entanglement for itinerant interacting spinless fermions in one
spatial dimension. For Galilean invariant systems in the spatial continuum, we
confirm the scaling form proposed in Ref. [24] within the Tomonaga-Luttinger
liquid framework [34, 35] and determine how the leading order power-law cor-
rections to the asymptotic scaling depend on the strength of the interactions
between particles for n = 1. By exploiting symmetries of the n-particle reduced
density matrix, we are able to measure the particle entanglement entropy in
the one dimensional fermionic t − V model for systems composed of up to
M = 28 lattice sites at half filling, allowing us to confirm our predictions from
continuum field theory.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce a quantitative
measure of entanglement, the Rényi entanglement entropy and discuss some
known results for interacting spinless fermions. We then derive the 1-particle
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entanglement entropy in the low energy limit and compare with exact diago-
nalization results on a lattice. We conclude with a discussion of the role of
boundary conditions, degeneracy and implications for future studies of models
with generalized statistics. All numerical data and code necessary to reproduce
the results and figures in this paper can be found in Ref. [36].
2.3 Particle Partition Entanglement
The entanglement of the pure state
∣∣Ψ〉 under a general bipartition into A and
B can be quantified via the Rényi entanglement entropy:
Sα [ρA] ≡ 1
1− α ln (Trρ
α
A) , (2.1)
where α is the Rényi index and ρA is the reduced density matrix obtained by
tracing out all degrees of freedom in B
ρA ≡ TrB
∣∣Ψ〉〈Ψ∣∣. (2.2)
For α = 1 the Rényi entropy is equivalent to the von Neumann entropy:
−Tr ρA ln ρA.
While it is common for A and B to be defined by some set of observable
modes, for a many-body system consisting of N itinerant particles they can
refer to subsystems of particles. As depicted in Fig. 2.1, such a bipartition of
indistinguishable particles (in this case spinless fermions) is completely specified
by the number of particles in the subsystem, n. The entanglement entropy
under a particle bipartition is then a function of the familiar n-body reduced
density matrix ρn, (n-RDM) defined in first quantized notation in one spatial
dimension as:
ρn ≡
∫
dxn+1 · · ·
∫
dxN 〈xn+1 · · ·xN |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|xn+1 · · ·xN〉 (2.3)
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periodic: N = 7, n = 2 anti-periodic: N = 8, n = 3 
Figure 2.1: A schematic of N = 7 fermions in one spatial dimension subject
to periodic boundary conditions under a n-particle partition with n = 2 (left)
and anti-periodic boundary conditions with N = 8 and n = 3 (right). All
fermions are identical, while the partitions A and B are distinguished via their
first quantized labels.
where we have taken the normalization Trρn = 1. From this form, it is clear that
the particle partition Rényi entropies Sα[ρn] ≡ Sα(n) only vanish when the N -
body ground state
∣∣Ψ〉 can be written as a general tensor product state in first
quantized notation. This immediately implies that Sα(n) = 0 when all particles
are condensed into a single mode, and thus the particle partition entanglement
of the non-interacting Bose gas is identically zero, in contrast to non-zero results
for its spatial mode entanglement [15, 16]. This is not the case for many-
fermion systems, which always have non-zero particle entanglement, even in
the absence of interactions [18]. Particle entanglement entropy is sensitive to
both interactions and statistics, and as ρn is free of any length scale, it can
capture non-local effects making it complimentary to the more conventionally
studied spatial mode entanglement entropy.
As described in the introduction, Zozulya et al. [24] first proposed a “stan-
dard” finite-size scaling form for the particle entanglement entropy of fermions:
S(n,N) = ln
(
N
n
)
+ a+O
(
1
Nγ
)
(2.4)
where a and γ are non-universal dimensionless numbers that can depend on
n. These coefficients are known for the case of non-interacting fermions where
a = 0 [25] and for the Laughlin state with filling fraction ν: a = −n ln ν, γ = 2
when n N [22].
Recently, a general scaling form like Eq. (2.4) was investigated for a sys-
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tem of interacting bosons in the spatial continuum with n = 1 [29] where it
was found that the pre-factor of the leading order logarithm is non-universal,
depending on the interaction strength. In this paper, we apply extensions of
these methods to interacting Galilean invariant one dimensional fermions and
are able to systematically derive Eq. (2.4) while presenting results for both a
and γ as a function of the interaction strength.
2.4 One-particle entanglement in fermionic
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquids
We are interested in the asymptotic finite size scaling of the entanglement en-
tropy (EE) as defined in Eq. (2.1) which can be investigated for any Rényi index
α. Here we focus on the special case of α = 2 as (i) the calculation will turn
out to be analytically tractable, and (ii) as it can be related to the expecta-
tion value of a local observable, it has proved to be the most direct numerical
[1, 37–39] and even experimental [2, 40] route to its measurement. We begin by
considering a system of N one-dimensional interacting spinless fermions with
density ρ0 = N/L (where L is the length of the system) whose low energy
properties can be described in terms of the universal quantum hydrodynamics
of Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) theory [34, 35]. Within this framework,
at zero temperature in the thermodynamic limit, any n-body reduced density
matrix can in principle be computed [41] and in particular for n = 1 [42]
ρ1 (x, x
′) =
sin(piρ0|x− x′|)
piρ0L|x− x′|(1 + |x− x′|2Λ2)(K+K−1−2)/4 , (2.5)
where Tr ρ1 = 1 and both the ultraviolet (inverse short-distance) cutoff Λ and
TLL parameter K depend on the microscopic details of the interaction between
particles. Specifically, K characterizes the nature of the interaction, where
0 < K < 1 (K > 1) corresponds to repulsive (attractive) interactions with free
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fermions having K = 1. For ease of notation, we will replace the non-negative
K-dependent exponent in Eq. (2.5) with g ≡ (K +K−1 − 2)/4.
The one-particle partition second Rényi entanglement entropy can be com-
puted by using ρ1 in Eq. (2.1)
S2(n = 1) = −ln
(
Tr
[
ρ21
])
= −ln
(∫ L/2
−L/2
dx
∫ L/2
−L/2
dx′ρ1 (x, x′) ρ1 (x′, x)
)
= ln(N)− ln(f(N, g,Λ/ρ0)), (2.6)
where we have used translational invariance of the system and
f(N, g,Λ/ρ0) =
∫ ∞
0
dy
2 sin2(piy)
pi2y2(1 + y2Λ2/ρ20)
2g
−
∫ ∞
N/2
dy
2 sin2(piy)
pi2y2(1 + y2Λ2/ρ20)
2g
. (2.7)
The first integral can be evaluated exactly in terms of special functions:
A(g,Λ/ρ0) =
∫ ∞
0
dy
2 sin2(piy)
pi2y2(1 + y2Λ2/ρ20)
2g
=
pi4g+
1
2ρ4g0 sec(2pig) 1F2
(
2g; 2g + 1, 2g + 3
2
; pi2Λ−2ρ20
)
2Λ4gΓ(2g + 1)Γ(2g + 3
2
)
+
ΛΓ
(
2g + 1
2
) [
1F2
(−1
2
; 1
2
, 1
2
− 2g; pi2Λ−2ρ20
)− 1]
pi3/2ρ0Γ(2g)
. (2.8)
where 1F2(q; c, d; z) is the generalized hypergeometric and Γ(z), the Gamma
function. The leading order N dependence of the second integral in Eq. (2.7)
can be extracted by replacing the highly oscillating periodic function sin2(piy),
in the large N limit, by its average over one period, i.e., sin2(piy) ≈ 1/2 and
expanding the rest of the integrand for large y. We find
f(N, g,Λ/ρ0) ' A(g,Λ/ρ0)− 2
4g+1
pi2(4g + 1)(Λ/ρ0)4g
1
N4g+1
(2.9)
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and thus the second Rényi EE for n = 1 has the asymptotic form
S2(n = 1) = ln(N)− ln [A(g,Λ/ρ0)] + b(g,Λ/ρ0)
N4g+1
+O
(
1
N4g+2
)
(2.10)
where
b(g,Λ/ρ0) =
24g+1
pi2(4g + 1)(Λ/ρ0)4gA(g,Λ/ρ0)
. (2.11)
This result constitutes an analytical confirmation of the empirical scaling form
in Eq. (2.4) first proposed by Haque et al. [24, 25], with n = 1, where
a = − ln [A(g,Λ/ρ0)] , γ = 4g + 1. (2.12)
2.4.1 Non-interacting spinless fermions
In the non-interacting limit whenK = 1 (g = 0), Eq. (2.8) yields A(0,Λ/ρ0) = 1
and thus a = 0 in agreement with previous calculations of the particle partition
EE for free fermions (FF) on a lattice [24] where it was found that
S2,FF (n = 1) = lnN . However, combining Eqs. (2.10)-(2.11) for g = 0 yields
S2(n = 1) ' ln(N) + 2
pi2N
. (2.13)
in disagreement with the lattice result by a factor of O(N−1). To ensure that
this discrepancy does not arise from the approximations made in expanding the
integral in Eq. (2.7) we can return to the exact expression for the 1-RDM for
non-interacting spinless fermions:
ρ1,FF (x, x
′) =
sin(piρ0|x− x′|)
piρ0L|x− x′| , (2.14)
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which leads to a soluble integral and analytic form for the EE in the spatial
continuum:
S2,FF (n = 1) = ln(N)− ln
{
2 [NpiSi(Npi) + cos(piN)− 1]
pi2N
}
(2.15)
where Si(z) is the sine integral. Expanding for large N recovers the asymptotic
form in Eq. (2.13) which differs from the known lattice result.
2.4.2 Effects of boundary conditions
The origin of this 1/N difference between free spinless fermions in the continuum
vs. the lattice is related to our neglect of finite-size boundary conditions when
studying the asymptotic behavior of the second Rényi EE. To properly capture
the finite-size effects of periodic boundary conditions we replace separations
|x− x′| with the chord length between two points on a ring of circumference L
[43]:
|x− x′| → L
pi
sin
(pi
L
|x− x′|
)
. (2.16)
Using the finite-size corrected 1-RDM, the integral in Eq. (2.7) takes the form
f(N, g,Λ/ρ0) =
2
N2
∫ N/2
0
dy
sin2(piy)
sin2(piy
N
)
[
1 + N
2Λ2
pi2ρ20
sin2(piy
N
)
]2g . (2.17)
where the effects of finite L will appear only in the prefactors of decaying terms
in an asymptotic expansion. Employing Eq. (2.17) for free fermions with g = 0
we recover the known lattice result S2,FF (n = 1) = ln(N). For all subsequent
comparisons with numerical data at finite g, we employ the appropriately finite
size corrected form of the 1-RDM when computing the Rényi entanglement
entropy.
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2.5 Exact diagonalization of the t − V chain of
spinless fermions
In order to test the validity of our main result in Eq. (2.10) for the n = 1
particle partition EE, we consider the t− V model of N spinless fermions on a
chain with M sites defined by the Hamiltonian
H = −t
∑
i
(
c†ici+1 + c
†
i+1ci
)
+ V
∑
i
nini+1 (2.18)
where c†i and ci are the fermionic creation and annihilation operators at site i
and ni = c†ici is the occupation number. The model is parameterized by the
nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude t > 0, and interaction strength V . We
consider only the half-filled case (M = 2N) with periodic boundary conditions
(PBC) for odd number of fermions N , while for even N we use antiperiodic
boundary conditions (APBC) to avoid the otherwise degenerate ground state
[43] (See Fig. 2.1). In order to make connection with the general TLL theory
described above, we require a method to determine the parameter K from the
microscopic t − V model. This can be accomplished via the Jordan–Wigner
transformation [44] which maps the t− V model onto the XXZ spin-1/2 chain
that is exactly solvable [45, 46]. In the range |V/t| < 2, the system is known to
be in the TLL phase, where the analytical form of K is given by
K =
pi
2 cos−1(−V/2t) . (2.19)
By increasing the repulsive interaction across V/t = 2 (K = 1/2), the system
undergoes a continuous phase transition to a charge-density wave (CDW) phase.
In contrast, the transition across V/t = −2 (K → ∞) is a discrete one, where
the fermions tend to form a single cluster.
Beginning with the non-interacting case (V/t = 0), the free fermionic Hamil-
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tonian is diagonal in the momentum-space representation leading to a ground
state that is a Slater determinant of the N lowest energy modes. The rank
of the resulting n-RDM is
(
N
n
)
and with equal eigenvalues [24], it follows (as
introduced above) that all the Rényi EEs are equal to
Sα,FF (n) = ln
(
N
n
)
. (2.20)
In the presence of interactions, we calculate the von Neumann (α = 1) and the
second (α = 2) Rényi EEs from the ground state of Eq. (2.18) which we ob-
tain via numerical exact diagonalization. The resulting n-RDM has maximum
possible rank
(
M
n
)
due to the indistinguishability of the n < N particles in the
partition, as opposed to n!
(
M
n
)
, the full dimension of the Hilbert space in the
first quantized basis. Exploiting this symmetry, we are able to study systems
up to M = 28 sites, a considerable advancement over previous work [25]. The
results are shown in Fig. 2.2 which demonstrates that the entanglement entropy
Sα(n = 1) increases with increasing interaction strength |V/t| up to a maximum
of Sα,FF (n = 1) + ln 2 (for even N) in the limit |V/t| → ∞ [24, 25]. For at-
tractive interactions, Sα(n = 1) displays a sharp increase around the first-order
transition point V/t = −2. In contrast, Sα(n = 1) does not seem to be sensi-
tive to the continuous transition at V/t = 2 [24]. However, when considering a
macroscopic partition size n = N/2, we observe that Sα(n = N/2) develops a
peak near V/t = 2 which appears to approach the critical point as we increase
N (Fig. 2.2 (b)). Eventually, Sα(n = N/2) saturates to ln
(
N
N/2
)
+ ln 2 in the
limit V/t→∞, with details given in C.2.
We now turn to the TLL region |V/t| < 2, where we expect the scaling of the
interaction contribution to the EE: S2(n = 1)− ln(N), to be linear in 1/N4g+1
with corrections of O(1/N4g+2) as in Eq. (2.10). To test this prediction, we
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Figure 2.2: Interaction effects on the n-particle entanglement entropy Sα(n)
for α = 1, 2 in the ground state of the t − V model. (a) Sα(n = 1) − lnN vs
V/t for N = 13 and 14 with periodic and anti-periodic boundary conditions,
respectively. The light gray vertical lines mark the location of the known phase
transitions at V/t = ±2. The subtracted ln(N) term is the one-particle entan-
glement entropy for free fermions. Inset: the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid region
where we expect the continuum theory to apply. (b) Sα(n = N/2) − ln
(
N
N/2
)
vs V/t for macroscpic partitions with 1 ≤ n ≤ 5 and anti-periodic boundary
conditions. As n→ N/2, features appear near the phase transitions for α = 1.
rearrange Eq. (2.10) as:
S2(n = 1)− ln(N)− a
b
= N−(4g+1) +O (N−(4g+2)) . (2.21)
and calculate S2(n = 1) as a function of N using the ground state of t − V
model for different values of the interaction strength V/t, deep in the TLL
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phase (away from the phase transitions). For each interaction strength V/t, we
compute g = (K+K−1−2)/4 using Eq. (2.19) and extract a and b from a linear
fit to the S2(n = 1) − ln(N) vs N−(4g+1) data set. Next, we use the extracted
coefficients to rescale S2(n = 1) − ln(N) according to Eq. (2.21). The results
are illustrated in Fig. 2.3, where, for suitably large N , the data follows the
straight line predicted by Eq. (2.21) with unit slope, verifying the TLL scaling
form in Eq. (2.10). Deviations from linearity for smaller N arise due to finite
size corrections of O(1/N4g+2).
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Figure 2.3: Finite size scaling of S2(n = 1)−ln(N) withN−(4g+1) for 2 ≤ N ≤ 14
confirming the empirical asymptotic scaling predicted by Zozulya et al. [22] and
identifying the power of the leading finite size correction as γ = 4g + 1. The
coefficients a and b depend on the interaction strength V/t and are calculated
from a linear fit of the exact diagonalization data according to Eq. (2.10).
Having understood the asymptotic scaling of the 1-particle partition
Rényi EE with N , we now consider its dependence on the interaction strength
g. This amounts to asking if the g-dependence of the scaling coefficients a and
b for the t− V model can be predicted from our continuum theory. To answer
this question we calculate the second Rényi EE for |V/t| < 2 in the liquid phase
at fixed N by evaluating the full integral in Eq. (2.17) numerically including all
contributions from finite N . However, in order to compare the resulting particle
EE with that obtained from the exact diagonalization, we need to identify the
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corresponding non-universal value of the ratio Λ/ρ0 in the t−V model. At half
filling, the average particle density is ρ0 = 1/2x0 where x0 is the lattice sepa-
ration, while one estimates the ultraviolet cutoff Λ to be of the order of 1/x0,
yielding Λ/ρ0 ≈ 2. The open and closed symbols in Fig. 2.4 show the exact
diagonalization results for S2(n = 1) − ln(N) as a function of g for N = 13.
The three lines correspond to the prediction from the TLL theory for slightly
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Figure 2.4: The effective interaction dependence of the 1-particle partition sec-
ond Rényi entanglement entropy S2(n = 1)− ln(N). Open (closed) points were
computed via exact diagonalization of the t−V model for N = 13 with repulsive
(attractive) interactions. The lines show the prediction from the Tomonaga-
Luttinger liquid theory for three different values of the ultraviolet cutoff Λ
measured in units of the density ρ0.
different values of the UV cutoff Λ. Due to the highly non-linear relationship
between the interaction strength V/t and the TLL parameter K (Eq. 2.19), in
combination with the sensitivity of the particle partition entanglement to the
strength and nature of inter-particle interactions, it is no surprise that the EE
in the t−V model is a multi-valued function of the effective interaction parame-
ter g for attractive and repulsive interactions. Clearly, high energy lattice-scale
physics, not captured within the low energy TLL theory is responsible for this
behavior. Moreover, recall that the ultraviolet cutoff, Λ, in Eq. (2.5), is propor-
tional to the inverse of the effective range of the interaction [42]. Therefore, we
expect Λ to exhibit a dependence on the nature and strength of the interaction,
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i.e., have K-dependence [29]. Considering such a dependence, we find that the
t − V model results for S2(n = 1) − ln(N) are bounded by the theoretically
calculated ones using Λ/ρ0 = 1.7 and 2.5 (Fig. 2.4). Note that both ratios are
of order 2.
Testing the proposed leading order scaling of the particle partition EE in
Eq. (2.4) with the partition size n in the TLL phase, requires the calculation
of n-RDM with n > 1. While this can be done in principle using standard
techniques [41], the resulting evaluation of S2(n) requires performing 2n non-
separable integrals. Even for the n = 2 we were not able to analytically extract
the asymptotic scaling of Tr ρ22. However, from numerical exact diagonalization
of the t − V model in the in the TLL phase we were able to calculate the
Rényi EEs for partitions up to n = N/2 = 5 for N = 10 as seen in Fig. 2.5.
Our results are in agreement with previous calculations of N = 6, n = 3 [24]
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Figure 2.5: Scaling of Sα(n) with ln
(
N
n
)
for α = 1, 2 in the ground state of the
t − V model with V/t = 1, N = 10, and for partition sizes 1 ≤ n ≤ 5. Inset:
Interaction contribution to the EE (S1(n)− ln
(
N
n
)
) vs n.
and strongly suggest that the leading term in the scaling of the Rényi EEs with
n is indeed equal to the Rényi EE of free fermions, i.e., ln
(
N
n
)
. Interactions
introduce a correction term that increases with the partition size with a negative
curvature (see Fig. 2.5 inset) such that both the leading order constant and
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finite-size power-law corrections to scaling both depend on n.
Finally we investigate the question of whether particle bipartition EE is
sensitive to the ground state degeneracy known to occur in the t − V model
with periodic boundary conditions and an even number of sites. Introducing
the inversion operator P [47] defined by
Pc†iP
† = c†M−i+1, i = 1, · · · ,M. (2.22)
where P commutes with the Hamiltonian of the t − V model in Eq. (2.18)
for PBC, we can write the degenerate ground state as a superposition of the
eigenstates of the inversion operator: P |Φ±〉 = ±|Φ±〉, i.e.,
|Ψ〉 = cos(θ)|Φ+〉+ sin(θ)|Φ−〉. (2.23)
Here, we only consider a superposition with real coefficients that can be varied
through the parameter 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi and study the dependence of the Rényi EEs
on θ as seen in Fig. 2.6. Our numerical results for repulsive interactions with
N = 10 show that S1(n = 1) oscillates with θ (Fig. 2.6 inset), where the
maximum EE corresponds to |Ψ〉 being an eigenstate of P , i.e., θ = 0 or θ = pi/2,
and the minimum EE is obtained when both eigenstates |Φ±〉 contribute equally
to |Ψ〉 (maximum uncertainty in P , θ = pi/4, 3pi/4). Moreover, the difference
between the lower and upper bound vanishes in the non-interacting limit and
widens with increasing interaction strength up to ln 2 in the limit V/t→∞ (see
Appendix C). Interestingly, Fig. 2.6 shows that for θ = pi/4, S1(n = 1) exhibits
a peak near the critical point (V/t = 2), while the S1(n = 1) dependence on
V/t for θ = 0 is very similar to that obtained from the non-degenerate ground
state using APBC.
28
APBC
Figure 2.6: Effects of ground state degeneracy. The S2(n = 1)− ln(N) depen-
dence on V/t in the ground state of the t − V model for N = 10. Solid lines
represent results obtained from the degenerate ground state in Eq. (2.23) using
PBC and θ = 0, pi/4 (see the text for details). The dashed line corresponds to
the non-degenerate ground state for APBC. Inset: S2(n = 1)− ln(N) vs θ for
V/t = 6.
2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have studied the finite size and interaction dependence of
the particle partition Rényi entanglement entropies of a fermionic Tomonaga-
Luttinger liquid and find that:
Sα(n,N) = ln
(
N
n
)
+ aα(n) +O
(
1
Nγα(n)
)
(2.24)
where n is the number of particles in the subsystem and α the Rényi index.
This result is in agreement with the empirical prediction made in Ref. [22].
For the special case n = 1, α = 2 we have determined the power of the finite
size correction to the leading logarithm to be γ2(1) = K + K−1 − 1 where
K is the Luttinger parameter and confirmed this interaction dependence for
the t − V model by mapping it to the exactly solvable XXZ chain. The more
general result for n > 1, α 6= 2 in Eq. (2.24) is supported by extensive exact
diagonalization results on the lattice t− V model of spinless fermions obtained
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on systems with up to M = 28 sites. This general scaling form can be con-
trasted with a bosonic Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid, where it was found [29] that
S2(n,N) ' (n/K) lnN + a′2(n) +O(1/N1−K−1) which asymptotically recovers
the free fermion result in the limit of hard-core bosons (K → 1+) using the fact
that
(
N
n
) ≈ Nn/n! for N  n.
The universality of the prefactor of the leading order logarithm in Eq. (2.24)
demonstrates that due to the required anti-symmetrization of the N -particle
wavefunction, fermions are always more entangled than bosons under a particle
partition. This is consistent with what was numerically found for hard-core par-
ticles with variable anyonic statistics [27]. Such sensitivity to particle statistics
and interaction dependence is absent in the asymptotic scaling of the spatial
mode entanglement entropy for critical (1 + 1)-dimensional systems where the
prefactor is universal and related to the central charge of the underlying con-
formal field theory [31]. Thus, the particle partition entanglement appears to
be a useful diagnostic of quantum correlations in many-body systems, and its
logarithmic scaling with the total number of particles N highlights the poten-
tial utility of protocols [21] that aim to transfer it to experimentally accessible
mode entanglement.
An interesting open question remains on the origin and development with
system size of the peak in the entanglement entropy in the ground state of
the t − V model near the continuous phase transition at V/t = 2 for macro-
scopic particle partitions with n = N/2 (Fig. 2.2 (b)). A careful finite-size
analysis of this unexpected feature (due to the lack of any natural length scale
describing the partition) would require moving beyond exact diagonalization
and employing recently adapted hybrid Monte Carlo methods [39, 48, 49].
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Chapter 3
Operationally Accessible
Entanglement Entropy in the t− V
Model
3.1 Operationally Accessible Entanglement En-
tropy
The quantum entanglement present between the constituents of a system can
be quantified via von Neumann and Rényi entanglement entropies. These mea-
sures have been shown to be sensitive to phase transitions in physical models,
which is one of the reasons for the study of quantum entanglement. But, what
about using entanglement as a resource for, let’s say, quantum computing? For
this purpose, the entanglement entropies have to be redefined such that they
obey constraints imposed by performing a measurement on a system. These
physical constraints imposed on the quantum systems that can be prepared are
known as superselection rules (SSR) and can be based off particle number or
spin conservation, for example. The amount of entanglement that is actually
accessible as a resource is then subject to these SSR’s.
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In this chapter, the accessible entanglement entropy is presented. In the
first section, a review of the von Neumann and Rényi entanglement entropies
is given. In the second, analytical values for the spatial entanglement entropies
are derived at various regimes of the t − V model. Finally, numerical results
obtained via exact diagonalization are presented.
3.1.1 The Rényi Entanglement Entropy
The amount of entanglement that exists between some partition A and its com-
pliment B of a quantum many-body system in pure state |Ψ〉 can be quantified
via the Rényi entanglement entropy which depends on an index α:
Sα(ρA) =
1
1− α ln Tr ρ
α
A (3.1)
where ρA is the reduced density matrix of partition A obtained by tracing out
all degrees of freedom in B from the full density matrix:
ρA = TrB ρ = TrB |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| . (3.2)
The Rényi entropy is a monotonically decreasing function of α for α > 1 and
is bounded from above by the von Neumann entropy, S1(ρA) = −Tr ρA ln ρA.
For a quantum many-body system subject to physical laws conserving some
quantity (particle number, charge, spin, etc.), the set of local operations on
the state |Ψ〉 are limited to those that don’t violate the corresponding global
superselection rule. For the remainder of this paper, we will focus on our
discussion on the case of fixed total N and thus we are restricted to only those
operators which locally preserve the particle number in A. The effect this has
on the amount of entanglement that can be transferred to a qubit register
is apparent from the simple example (adapted from Ref. [11] of one particle
confined to two spatial modes A and B corresponding to site occupations.
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Then, for the state |Ψ〉 = (|1〉A ⊗ |0〉B + |0〉A ⊗ |1〉B) /
√
2, Eq. (3.1) gives that
S1 = ln 2. However, this entanglement cannot be transferred to a register
prepared in initial state |0〉R via a SWAP gate. In quantum circuits, a SWAP in
Hilbert Space A, will take the state of the A subregion of a resource, and swap
it with the state of the A subregion of a register. Let |Ψ〉 be the resource state
and |0〉R the register, then acting with a SWAP gate gives:
SWAP |0〉R ⊗ (|1〉A ⊗ |0〉B + |0〉A ⊗ |1〉B) /
√
2
=
1√
2
(|0〉R ⊗ |0〉A ⊗ |1〉B + |1〉R ⊗ |0〉A ⊗ |0〉B)
The last term is not physically allowed due to the restriction that the number
of particles in the system is fixed to be 1. The post-swap result remains in a
product state and the amount of transferable entanglement is identically zero.
The SWAP gate in the example above takes the register modes and exchanges
them with the modes in subsystem A of the resource:
SWAP |φ〉R ⊗ |ψ〉A = |ψ〉R ⊗ |φ〉A (3.3)
The SWAP can be defined such that it exchanges resource modes with modes in
B instead. Formally, this gate is a product of three controlled-not (CNOT) gates:
SWAP |φ〉R ⊗ |ψ〉A = CNOTR,ACNOTA,RCNOTR,A |φ〉R ⊗ |ψ〉A (3.4)
where the subscript left to the comma denotes the control mode and the one
to the right of the comma, the target. The CNOT acts on qubit modes. That is,
each of the modes will be either one of two values, call them 1 and 0. If the
control qubit is equal to 1, then the value of the target is ’flipped’ to the other
possible value. If the control qubit is 0, the target is left unchanged.
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3.1.2 von Neumann Accessible Entanglement: α = 1
Thus, Eq. (3.1), which includes the effects of non-local number fluctuations be-
tween A and B, overcounts the amount of entanglement that can be accessed
from the system. To quantify the physical reduction, Wiseman and Vaccaro [3]
suggested that for the case of α = 1 a more appropriate measure should weight
contributions to the entanglement coming from each superselection sector cor-
responding to the number of particles n in A:
Sacc1 (ρA) =
N∑
n=0
PnS1(ρAn). (3.5)
Here ρAn is defined to be the reduced density matrix of A, projected onto the
subspace of fixed local particle number n
ρAn =
1
Pn
PAnρAPAn (3.6)
accomplished via a projection operator PAn where PAn |Ψ〉 = |n〉A⊗ |N − n〉B.
Pn is the probability of measuring n particles in A:
Pn = TrPAnρAPAn = 〈Ψ|PAn|Ψ〉 . (3.7)
As the projection constitutes a local operation which can only decrease entan-
glement, it is clear that Sacc1 (ρA) ≤ S1(ρA). Moreover, the difference
∆S1(ρA) ≡ S1(ρA)− Sacc1 (ρA) (3.8)
can be determined by noting that the superselection rule guarantees that
[ρA, nˆ] = 0 where nˆ is the number operator acting in partition A. Thus ρA
is block-diagonal in n and it can be shown [50] that
∆S1(ρA) = H1({Pn}) (3.9)
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where
H1({Pn}) = −
N∑
n=0
Pn lnPn. (3.10)
is the Shannon entropy of the number probability distribution. It is instructive
to consider Eq. (3.9) for the special case of a discrete Gaussian distribution,
Pn ∝ e−(n−〈n〉)2/2σ2 where H1 = ln
(
2pieσ2 + 1
12
)
depends only on the variance
of Pn
σ2 ≡ 〈n2〉− 〈n〉2 = N∑
n=0
n2Pn −
(
N∑
n=0
nPn
)2
. (3.11)
Thus, when the number fluctuations are Gaussian, the von Neumann accessible
entanglement is completely determined by the variance.
3.1.3 Rényi Accessible Entanglement: α 6= 1
Computing the accessible entanglement for a many-body system is a difficult
task for α = 1, as full state tomography is required to reconstruct the density
matrix ρ. However, for integer values with α > 1 a replica trick can be used to
recast TrραA as the expectation value of some local operator [31]. This advance
has led to a boon of new entanglement results using both computational [1, 38,
39, 51, 52] and experimental [2, 53–57] methods. Motivated by this progress,
[4] generalized the accessible entanglement to the case of Rényi entropies with
α 6= 1 and found that:
Saccα (ρA) =
α
1− α ln
[∑
n
Pne
1−α
α
Sα(ρAn )
]
(3.12)
which reproduces Eq. (3.5) in the limit α→ 1. While not physically transpar-
ent in this form, the modification from the α = 1 case results from replacing
the geometric mean in Eq. (3.5) with a general power mean whose form is
constrained by the physical requirement that
0 ≤ ∆Sα ≤ ln(N + 1) (3.13)
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where the upper bound is equal to the support of Pn. Eq. (3.71) can also be
interpreted as the quantum generalization of the conditional classical Rényi en-
tropy [58–62], subject to physical constraints [4]. The arguments leading to
Eq. (3.9) can then be generalized (see the supplemental material of Ref. [[4]])
leading to
∆Sα ≡ Sα − Saccα = H1/α ({Pn,α}) (3.14)
where we introduce the classical Rényi entropy of Pn
Hα ({Pn}) = 1
1− α ln
∑
n
Pαn (3.15)
and
Pn,α =
Tr [PAnραAPAn ]
Tr ραA
=
Pαn Tr ρ
α
An
Tr ραA
(3.16)
can be interpreted as a normalization of partial traces of ραA, where the SSR
fixing the total particle number leads to Tr ραA =
∑
n Tr [PAnραAPAn ] and thus
guarantees the normalization of Pn,α. Note that we have defined Pn,1 ≡ Pn for
notational consistency. For brevity, let Hα({Pn}) ≡ Hα from here onwards.
Writing the difference ∆Sα as the classical Rényi entropy of the fictitious
probability distribution Pn,α, simplifies the calculation of ∆Sα and clarifies its
properties, e.g., the fact that Hα is positive and bounded from above by H0 =
ln(N + 1) guarantees that ∆Sα satisfies the physical requirement in Eq. (3.13).
In addition, Pn,α is fully determined by Pn and the full and the projected traces
of ραA, i.e. Tr ραA and Tr ραAn , which can be measured using the experimental
and numerical methods mentioned above.
3.1.4 Projecting onto subspaces of fixed local particle
number
Knowing the density matrix of subregion A will suffice to calculate spatial En-
tanglement Entropy. Nevertheless, to get the accessible entanglement, simply
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knowing ρA is not enough. The reduced density matrix of A, projected onto
the subspace of fixed local particle number n is needed. To recap, the spatial
Rényi Entanglement Entropy is given by:
Sα(ρA) =
1
1− α ln Tr{ρ
α
A} (3.17)
Where α is the Rényi Index and ρA is the density matrix of subregion A. This
calculation is still required to get accessible entanglement but, as shall be seen,
a few extra steps have to be taken to make sure that local particle number
conservation is being satisfied. The first of these extra steps will be to project
ρA to subspaces of local particle number. Projection operators can be written
as diagonal matrices with ones on the entries corresponding to the subspace
for which the projection is desired and zeros for the rest. Knowing this, the
projection operators onto subspaces of fixed local particle numbers can be built
rather simply. The projected reduced density matrix of A into the subspace of
fixed local particle number n is obtained by:
ρAn =
1
Pn
PAnρAPAn (3.18)
Where Pn is the probability of measuring an A state with n particles and PAn
is the projection operator onto the subspace of local particle number n.
After all this preamble, the accessible entanglement can now be obtained.
The accessible entanglement is:
Saccα (ρA) =
∑
n
PnS(ρAn) (3.19)
Where the sum is carried over all possible local particle numbers that Alice
may have.
In the next section, analytical Saccα (ρA) values will be derived in various
regimes of the t− V Model.
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3.2 Analytical predictions in the t− V Model
The t− V Model describes N itinerant spinless fermions on a one dimensional
lattice consisting of L sites under periodic boundary conditions:
H = −t
∑
i
(
c†ici+1 + c
†
i+1ci
)
+ V
∑
i
nini+1 (3.20)
where c†i (ci) creates(annihilates) a fermion on site i, ni counts the number
of fermions on site i and t, V are tunable parameters that characterize the
tunneling or hopping rate and the interaction strength, respectively. The first
sum is carried over all pairs of neighboring lattice sites. It is customary to
make H dimensionless by dividing t throughout and thus having the interaction
strength V/t be the only tunable parameter.
There are three phases that occur in the t−V Model. The Phase Separated
Solid (PSS) occurs at V/t  −2. Here, the attractive interaction leads to
fermions clustering into large groups of particles that occupy adjacent lattice
sites. On the contrary, at V/t 2, the repulsive interaction leads to fermions
trying to get as far as possible from each other, forming an alternating pattern of
fermion-vacancy-fermion-vacancy and so on and so forth. This phase is known
as a Charged Density Wave (CDW). The remaining phase in this model is the
Tomonaga Luttinger-Liquid (TLL), which occurs for −2 < V/t < 2. Here, the
fermions could be in any possible configuration but the probability amplitudes
for each of these will depend on the value of the interaction strength. The
PSS-TLL transition is a first order transition while the TLL-CDW transition
is continuous.
In this section, analytical values for the operationally accessible von Neu-
mann entropy, Sacc1 (ρA), will be derived in all phases of the t − V Model and
also at the first order phase transition. Then, the results for the Rényi acces-
sible entanglement entropies, Saccα (ρA), will be shown. Derivations will not be
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done in detail for Saccα (ρA) since the calculation steps are essentially identical
to those of Sacc1 (ρA).
3.2.1 Infinitely repulsive interaction
The state in this limit is known as a charged density wave (CDW). An infinitely
strong repulsion between the particles in the system, makes them want to be as
far away from each other as possible. This results in the particles forming an
alternating pattern of filled-vacant-filled-vacant . . . lattice sites. Thus, there are
2 possible configurations: one, that goes as filled-vacant-filled . . . and another
that goes as vacant-filled-vacant . . . . Thus, in the occupation number basis,
the CDW state is:
|Ψ〉CDW = 1√
2
[|101010...〉+ |010101...〉] (3.21)
Where 1 denotes that the site is occupied and 0, that it is vacant. The coefficient
before the bracket is a normalization constant. As will be shown, the accessible
entanglement for this state is dependent on the parity of the total number of
particles N . Up next, the result for even N will be derived.
3.2.1.1 Even N
In the following calculations, the system will be partitioned into spatial subre-
gions A and B, both containing the same number of sites. In other words, if the
total number of sites in the t−V chain is L, then the partition size will be l = L
2
.
In the case of even particle number N, the CDW state will have the same
number of particles in each subregion A and B:
|Ψ〉NEven =
1√
2
[| 1010...︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2
particles
, 1010...︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2
particles
〉+ | 0101...︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2
particles
, 0101...︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
2
particles
〉] (3.22)
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As a reminder, labels left to the comma correspond to spatial subregion A,
while those to the right correspond to B.
The full density matrix ρAB takes the form:
ρAB = |Ψ〉NEven〈Ψ|NEven
=
1
2
|0101..., 0101〉〈0101..., 0101...|+ 1
2
|0101..., 0101〉〈1010..., 1010...|
+
1
2
|1010..., 1010〉〈0101..., 0101...|+ 1
2
|1010..., 1010〉〈1010..., 1010...|
(3.23)
Recall that to calculate the entanglement entropies, it is necessary to obtain the
reduced density matrix of subsystem A. Taking the partial trace with respect
to B, the reduced density matrix of A is obtained:
ρA = TrB ρAB =
∑
n
B〈n|Ψ〉〈Ψ|n〉B (3.24)
The summation above is carried over all possible states that B can be found
in. In this case, there are only two possible B states: n = |0101...〉B and
n = |1010...〉B. Thus, taking the partial trace respect to B, the reduced density
matrix of A becomes:
ρA =
1
2
(|0101...〉A〈0101...|A + |1010...〉A〈1010...|A) (3.25)
Notice that some of the terms have vanished due to the orthonormality of the
states. At this point, it will be convenient for purposes of illustration to rewrite
the reduced density matrix of A in actual matrix form rather than in Dirac
or Bra-Ket notation. Following the convention |0101 . . . 〉A and |1010 . . . 〉A for
columns and rows from left to right and top to bottom, respectively, the reduced
density matrix of A can be written as:
ρA =
12 0
0 1
2
 (3.26)
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For spatial entanglement, ρA would suffice, but for accessible entanglement, the
matrix has to now be projected onto the various subspaces or sectors of fixed
local particle number in A. In this case, both of the states share the same local
particle number. That is, the states: |1010...〉A and |0101...〉A both have local
particle number n = N
2
. Since ρA only contains entries corresponding to states
with the same particle number, no projection is needed. In other words, for
this state ρA = ρAN
2
. Taking the partial trace of ρA = ρAN
2
, the probability
of measuring a state with local particle number n = N
2
is unity, PN
2
= 1. The
projected and normalized reduced density matrix of A is now known and can
be substituted into 3.19 to calculate the accessible entanglement entropy:
Sacc1 (ρA) =
∑
n
PnS1(ρAn)
= −PN
2
Tr
{
ρAN
2
ln ρAN
2
}
= −Tr

12 0
0 1
2

ln 12 0
0 ln 1
2

 (3.27)
= − ln 1
2
(3.28)
Sacc1 (ρA) = ln 2 (3.29)
Thus, for even N and V/t → +∞ , the accessible entanglement converges
to ln 2 ≈ 0.6931 . . . . Up next, the result for odd N will be derived.
3.2.1.2 Odd N
The most general state is:
|Ψ〉NOdd =
1√
2
[| ...101︸ ︷︷ ︸
N+1
2
particles
, 010...︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
2
particles
〉+ | ...010︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1
2
particles
, 101...︸ ︷︷ ︸
N+1
2
particles
〉] (3.30)
Note that now when doing an equal spatial bipartition, one of the subregions
will have one more particle than the other, unlike the even particle case in
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which both subregions had the same number of particles. Specifically, one of
the subregions will have N+1
2
and the other, N−1
2
. This implies that ρA will
have to be projected onto the space of local particle number N+1
2
and then onto
N−1
2
. But before doing that, again the full body density matrix is needed:
ρAB = |Ψ〉NOdd〈Ψ|NOdd
=
1
2
(|...101, 010...〉〈...101, 010...|+ |...101, 010...〉〈...010, 101...|
+ |...010, 101...〉〈...101, 010...|+ |...010, 101...〉〈...010, 101...|)
(3.31)
The possible B states are: n = |101...〉, |010...〉 with N+1
2
and N−1
2
particles,
respectively. Taking the partial trace respect to B, the reduced density matrix
of A becomes:
ρA =
1
2
(|101...〉A〈101...|A + |010...〉A〈010...|A) (3.32)
Once again, it may be more illustrative to rewrite in matrix form. Defining an
orthonormal basis |101...〉A =
1
0
 and |010...〉A =
0
1
 the reduced density
matrix of A becomes:
ρA =
12 0
0 1
2
 (3.33)
The simple projection operators onto N+1
2
and N−1
2
particle space in this basis
are:
PAN+1
2
=
1 0
0 0
 ,PN−1
2
=
0 0
0 1
 (3.34)
Applying these projections to ρA and choosing the probability such that the
trace of each matrix is unity (normalization), the projected reduced density
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matrices become:
ρAN+1
2
=
1 0
0 0
 with probability PN+1
2
=
1
2
(3.35)
and
ρAN−1
2
=
0 0
0 1
 with probability PN−1
2
=
1
2
(3.36)
Substituting into the accessible entanglement equation (3.19):
Sacc1 (ρA) =
∑
n
PnSα(ρAn)
= −(1
2
) Tr

1 0
0 0
 ln
1 0
0 0

− (12) Tr

1 0
0 0
 ln
1 0
0 0


Sacc1 (ρA) = 0 (3.37)
because ln 1 = 0 and thus the traces in both terms vanish. Therefore, the
accessible entanglement vanishes in the infinite repulsion limit (V/t → +∞)
with odd number of total particles in the system.
The results for the accessible entanglement in the infinitely repulsive limit
can then be summarized as:
lim
V→+∞
Sacc1 =

ln 2 if N is even
0 if N is odd
(3.38)
3.2.2 Infinitely attractive interaction
In this section, an analytical result will be derived at half-filling (L = 2N) and
partition size equal to half the number of sites (` = L
2
) for V/t → −∞. After
arriving to the half-filling result, a general result, for any filling fraction and
partition size, will be also derived.
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3.2.2.1 Half-filling
In the V/t → −∞ regime of the t − V model, the fermions experience an in-
finitely strong attraction to each other. As a consequence, they cluster together
into groups of particles all in neighboring sites to each other. The total possible
number of such cluster configurations is equal to the number of sites L. Thus,
the most general state in this regime is:
|Ψ〉PSS = 1√
L
[| 111...111︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nparticles
, 000...000︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nvacancies
〉+ |011...111, 100...000〉+ |001...111, 110...000〉
+...+ | 000...000︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nvacancies
, 111...111︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nparticles
〉+ |100...000, 011...111〉+ ...|111...110, 000...001〉]
(3.39)
This state is known as a phase separated solid (PSS). Since there are a total of
L possible configurations, hence the normalization constant 1√
L
.
In an effort to simplify the notation while keeping the calculation general,
the A or B states will be relabeled as:
|111...111〉A → |N〉
|011...111〉A → |N − 1〉
|001...111〉A → |N − 2〉
...
|000...011〉A → |2〉
|000...001〉A → |1〉
|000...000〉A → |0〉
There is still one flaw with this notation. A |N − 1〉 state could represent
either |011...111〉 or |111...110〉. In other words, even though they have the
same local particle number N − 1, the configurations themselves are different.
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One way in which this problem can be circumvented is by adding a subscript to
the label to represent distinct configurations. Since particle number will only
be shared between two distinct particle configurations, using subscripts of 1
and 2 seems natural. For example: |011...111〉 → |(N − 1)1〉 and |111...110〉 →
|(N − 1)2〉. |Ψ〉PSS now becomes:
|Ψ〉PSS = 1√
L
[|N, 0〉+ |(N − 1)1, 11〉+ |(N − 2)1, 21〉+ . . .
+|0, N〉+ |12, (N − 1)2〉+ ...|(N − 1)2, 12〉] (3.40)
Taking the outer product of Eq. (3.40) with itself, the full body density matrix
is obtained:
ρAB = |Ψ〉PSS〈Ψ|PSS =

1
L
1
L
... 1
L
1
L
1
L
... 1
L
...
...
...
...
1
L
1
L
... 1
L

(3.41)
The full body density matrix contains L × L with all entries equal to
1
L
. Before proceeding, the basis of this matrix should be described.
Columns (from left to right) and rows (from top to bottom) are ar-
ranged as: |N, 0〉, |0, N〉, |(N − 1)1, 11〉, |(N − 1)2, 12〉, |(N − 2)1, 21〉, |(N −
2)2, 22〉, ..., |21, (N − 2)1〉, 〉, |22, (N − 2)2〉, 〉, |11, (N − 1)1〉, 〉, |12, (N − 1)2〉.
Notice that configurations that share local particle number have been paired
up next to each other in the prescribed ordering scheme. The first two states
are exceptions, as their subregions never share the same local particle number
with subregions of any other state. Now that the basis has been explained, it’s
time to get the reduced density matrix of A.
Taking the partial trace with respect to B of Eq. (3.41), the reduced
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density matrix becomes:
ρA =

1
L
0 ... 0 0
0 1
L
... 0 0
...
... . . .
...
...
0 0 ... 1
L
0
0 0 ... 0 1
L

(3.42)
In the above matrix, the rows and columns correspond to the following config-
urations and in the following order: |N〉A, |0〉A, |(N − 1)1〉A, |(N − 1)2〉A, |(N −
2)1〉A, |(N − 2)2〉A, ..., |21〉A, |22〉A, |11〉A, |12〉A.
Now, ρA has to be projected onto the subspaces of local particle numbers.
The allowed local particle numbers are: n = N,N − 1, N − 2....2, 1, 0. So a
total of N + 1 projections need to be done. The projection operators for n = 0
and n = N become:
PN =

1 0 ... 0 0
0 0 ... 0 0
...
... . . .
...
...
0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 ... 0 0

,P0 =

0 0 ... 0 0
0 1 ... 0 0
...
... . . .
...
...
0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 ... 0 0

(3.43)
For the remaining N − 1 states, there will be two consecutive non-zero entries
in the diagonal corresponding to the different fixed local particle number pairs.
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For example:
PN−1 =

0 0
0
1
1
0
0
. . .
0
0 0

PN−2 =

0 0
0
0
0
1
1
. . .
0
0 0

,P1 =

0 0
0
0
0
0
0
. . .
1
0 1

(3.44)
Notice from the form of the projection operators that the projected re-
duced density matrices will be similar to each other but with the two non-zero
entries shifted correspondingly in the diagonal. Thus, taking the projection
onto n = N − 1 of ρA, the projected reduced density matrix of this particle
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sector becomes:
ρAN−1 =
1
PN−1
PˆN−1ρAPˆN−1
ρAN−1 =
1
PN−1

0 0
0
1
L
1
L
0
0
. . .
0
0 0

(3.45)
The probability of measuring a state with local particle number N − 1 can be
obtained from normalization:
Tr
{
ρAN−1
}
= 1 =⇒ 1
PN−1
2
L
= 1 =⇒ PN−1 = 2
L
(3.46)
Thus, the normalized projection onto n = N − 1 of ρA is:
ρAN−1 =

0 0
0
1
2
1
2
0
0
. . .
0
0 0

; with probability PN−1 =
2
L
(3.47)
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For n = N − 2:
ρAN−2 =

0 0
0
0
0
1
2
1
2
. . .
0
0 0

; with probability PN−2 =
2
L
(3.48)
and so on and so forth.
Similarly, ρAN and ρA0 become:
ρAN =

1 0
0
0
0
0
0
. . .
0
0 0

, ρA0 =

0 0
1
0
0
0
0
. . .
0
0 0

(3.49)
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with probabilities PN = P0 = 1L . Finally, the accessible entanglement becomes:
Sacc1 (ρA) =
∑
n
PnSα(ρAn)
= −[ 1
L
Tr{ρAN ln ρAN}+
1
L
Tr{ρA0 ln ρA0}+
2
L
Tr
{
ρAN−1 ln ρAN−1
}
+
2
L
Tr
{
ρAN−2 ln ρAN−2
}
+ · · ·+ 2
L
Tr{ρA2 ln ρA2}+
2
L
Tr{ρA1 ln ρA1}]
= − 1
L
[ln 1 + ln 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ 2 ln
1
2
+ 2 ln
1
2
+ · · ·+ 2 ln 1
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1 or L
2
−1 total terms
] (3.50)
= (
1
L
)(
L
2
− 1)2 ln 2
= (
L− 2
2
)(
2
L
) ln 2; recall that L = 2N
Sacc1 (ρA) =
N − 1
N
ln 2 (3.51)
3.2.2.2 Analytical result for any filling fraction and partition size
The analytical result obtained above for the accessible entanglement entropy
in the infinitely attractive regime corresponds to the special case of half-filling
(N = L
2
) and equal spatial bipartitions (`A = `B = L2 ). Nevertheless, a general-
ized result can be obtained for any filling fraction and partition size by counting
the number of projected reduced density matrices (ρAn) that will contribute to
the accessible entanglement. As it will be shown, the number of contributing
matrices will depend on how the quantities `A, `B, N & N c = L − N relate to
each other. Demonstration of the following four cases will suffice to get the
general result:
i) `A < N < `B
ii) `B < N < `A
iii) N < `A < `B
iv) `A < `B < N
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These four cases imply other cases and, in the end, all possible relations
between the four parameters will be covered.
Case i) `A < N < `B:
The condition here is that the size of the subregion A should be less than the
total number of particles N and the size of the subregion B should be greater
than both of these quantities. Under such conditions, particle configurations in
which B is empty are not possible, since A is too small too fit them all. Two
other configurations that will not contribute to the accessible entanglement are
when A is full (nA = `A) and when it is empty (nA = 0). There is only one
possible way of distributing the particles in partition A if it is full and likewise
if it is empty. As it was seen in the previous section, then the corresponding
projected reduced density matrices ρA`A and ρA0 have only one nonzero eigen-
value which, after normalization, becomes 1. Thus, ln ραA`A = ln ρ
α
A0
= 0. There
are a total of `A + 1 possible local particle numbers (nA) and since nA = `A
and nA = 0 do not contribute, there are actually `A − 1 contributing projected
reduced density matrices. All such projected density matrix will have the form:
ρAn =
 1L 0
0 1
L
 (3.52)
The two diagonal elements come from the two configurations that have the same
local particle number n. Technically, these projected reduced density matrices
are larger, since the basis includes configurations with all possible local particle
numbers. Nevertheless, rows and columns that only have zero entries have
been thrown out for compactness. Normalizing, the reduced density matrices
become:
ρAn =
1
Pn
12 0
0 1
2
 ;Pn = 2
L
(3.53)
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Thus, the accessible entanglement becomes:
Saccα (`A, L) = (`A − 1)
2
L
ln 2 (3.54)
Case ii) `B < N < `A:
This time, partition B is the one that can never be empty. Barring that,
the argument is exactly the same as i) and thus:
Saccα (`B, L) = (`B − 1)
2
L
ln 2 (3.55)
Case iii) N < `A < `B:
In contrast to i) and ii), now the particles may all be in A or all in B.
Nevertheless, in such instances, there is only a single possible configuration
of the other partition, that in which it’s empty. Thus, the projected reduced
density matrices ρAN and ρA0 have only one nonzero eigenvalue and, thus, do
not contribute to the accessible entanglement since this eigenvalue will reduce
to unity after normalization. Barring these two, there are then N −1 projected
reduced density matrices that do contribute. They all have the same form as
the ones of i) and ii), that is, 2 × 2 diagonal matrices (after throwing out
all unnecessary zeroes) with 2 eigenvalues equal to 1
2
(after normalizing) and
probabilities Pn = 2L . Thus:
Saccα (N,L) = (N − 1)
2
L
ln 2 (3.56)
Case iv) `A < `B < N :
Here, no partition will ever be empty. The maximum allowed particle num-
ber in A is going to be nA = `A and the smallest one, nA = N − `B. The
partition size of B is subtracted from N because the minimum nA corresponds
to a fully occupied partition B, that is nB = `B. The ’leftover’ particles on A
will hence be the total particle number minus those fully occupying B. Notice
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in all the previous examples that the total number of projected reduced density
matrix is equal to the difference between max and min allowed particle number
nA plus 1. That is:
Total Projected Reduced Density Matrices = (nA)max − (nA)min + 1 (3.57)
And for this case,
Total Projected Reduced Density Matrices = (nA)max − (nA)min + 1
= `A − (N − `B) + 1
= `A + `B︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
−N + 1
Total Projected Reduced Density Matrices = L−N + 1 (3.58)
Let L−N ≡ N c. The total number of contributing projected reduced density
matrices is:
Contributing Matrices = Total Matrices− 2
= (N c + 1)− 2
Contributing Matrices = N c − 1 (3.59)
(3.60)
the accessible entanglement then becomes:
Saccα (N
c, L) = (N c − 1) 2
L
ln 2 (3.61)
The accessible entanglement at the infinitely attractive regime has now been
obtained for conditions i)− iv). Notice that it always has the form:
Saccα (x, L) = (x− 1)
2
L
ln 2 (3.62)
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where x could be `A, `B, N orN c. But how to determine which of these variables
to choose? Recalling that L − N = N c, L − `A = `B and L − `B = `A, extra
inequalities can be obtained from i)− iv) that relate the four variables:
i)`A < N < `B =⇒ `B > N c > `A =⇒ `A is the smallest
ii)`B < N < `A =⇒ `A > N c > `B =⇒ `B is the smallest
iii)N < `A < `B =⇒ N c > `B > `A =⇒ N is the smallest
iv)`A < `B < N =⇒ `B > `A > N c =⇒ N c is the smallest
From the above set of inequalities, note that the smallest between the four
variables in each case, also happens to be the variable that is substituted for
x. Thus, in a more compact form, the generalized operationally accessible
entanglement at the infinitely attractive regime is:
Saccα (x, L) =
2(x− 1)
L
ln 2; where x = min {`A, `B, N,N c} (3.63)
3.2.3 First order phase transition
At V/t = −2, the t − V model undergoes a first order phase transition from
Luttinger liquid to Phase Separated Solid. The accessible entanglement at
this interaction strength vanishes and then suddenly increases and converges to
the previously derived limit (N−1
N
ln 2) as the attraction gets stronger. In this
section, it will be shown that the accessible entanglement vanishes at the first
order phase transition.
At V
t
= −2, the state of the system is an equiprobable superposition of all
possible configurations (Appendix D). Working out the calculation of Sacc1 (ρA)
in matrix form, as it was done for V/t → ±∞, turns out to be relatively
complicated for this ground state. Nevertheless, reformulating the state in
terms of its Schmidt decomposition gives the result almost for free. The Schmidt
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decomposition of the ground state at the first order phase transition is:
|Ψ〉 = 1√(
L
N
) N∑
n=0
√(
`
n
)(
L− `
N − n
)
|n〉A ⊗ |N − n〉B (3.64)
where |n〉A is an equal superposition of all A configurations containing n and
likewise for |N − n〉B. The square root factor inside the summation counts the
number of each of the possible |n〉A ⊗ |N − n〉B configurations and the factor
outside of the summation is a normalization constant. Each of the configura-
tions, |n〉A ⊗ |N − n〉B, multiplied by it’s corresponding constants, represent
projections of the ground state onto spaces of local particle number n. Each
of these projections are separable and the contribution of each to Sacc1 (ρA) is
exactly zero.
To illustrate the separability of each of the projected states, the example of
N = 3 fermions on a L = 6 lattice with spatial partitions of size ` = 3 will be
worked out. The ground state is:
|Ψ〉 = 1√(
6
3
) [
√(
3
0
)(
3
3
)
|0〉A ⊗ |3〉B +
√(
3
1
)(
3
2
)
|1〉A ⊗ |2〉B
+
√(
3
2
)(
3
1
)
|2〉A ⊗ |1〉B +
√(
3
3
)(
3
0
)
|3〉A ⊗ |0〉B] (3.65)
Each of the terms above is a projection onto a different n subspace. Let |Ψn〉 ≡
|n〉A ⊗ |N − n〉B be the projection of the ground state onto the n subspace.
Technically, the square root factors are part of these projections, but they have
been dropped out since they are not needed to demonstrate the separability
|n〉A⊗|N − n〉B. Expanding each projection into the site occupation basis, the
projections become:
|Ψ0〉 = |0〉A ⊗ |3〉B = |000〉A ⊗ |111〉B
=⇒ Sacc1 (ρA0) = 0 (3.66)
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|Ψ1〉 = |1〉A ⊗ |2〉B = |100, 110〉+ |100, 011〉+ |100, 101〉
= |010, 110〉+ |010, 011〉+ |010, 101〉
= |001, 110〉+ |001, 011〉+ |001, 101〉
= (|100〉+ |010〉+ |001〉)A ⊗ (|110〉+ |011〉+ |101〉)B
=⇒ Sacc1 (ρA1) = 0 (3.67)
|Ψ2〉 = |2〉A ⊗ |1〉B = |110, 100〉+ |110, 010〉+ |110, 001〉
= |011, 100〉+ |011, 010〉+ |011, 001〉
= |101, 100〉+ |101, 010〉+ |101, 001〉
= (|110〉+ |011〉+ |101〉)A ⊗ (|100〉+ |010〉+ |001〉)B
=⇒ Sacc1 (ρA2) = 0 (3.68)
|Ψ0〉 = |3〉A ⊗ |0〉B = |111〉A ⊗ |000〉B
=⇒ Sacc1 (ρA3) = 0 (3.69)
Note that S1(ρAn) = 0, ∀ n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Thus,
Sacc1 (ρA) =
3∑
n=0
PnS1(ρAn) = 0 (3.70)
The von Neumann accessible entanglement vanishes at the first order phase
transition. The above behavior is exhibited for any system size and it is also
independent of the partition size.
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3.3 Comparison between the accessible Rényi
and von Neumann entanglement entropies
Recall the generalized form of the Rényi accessible entanglement entropy:
Saccα (ρA) =
α
1− α ln
[∑
n
Pne
1−α
α
Sα(ρAn )
]
(3.71)
In the previous section, the von Neumann accessible entanglement was calcu-
lated for V/t→ −∞, V/t→ +∞ and V/t = −2. Analogous derivations can be
done for the accessible Rényi entanglement entropy Eq. (3.71). Here, the results
for the Rényi and von Neumann accessible entanglement are summarized
Interaction Saccα (ρA) =
α
1−α ln
[∑
n Pne
1−α
α
Sα(ρAn )
]
Sacc1 (ρA) =
∑
n PnS1(ρAn)
V/t→ −∞ α
1−α
[
2(x−1)
L
2
1−α
α + 1− 2(x−1)
L
]
2(x−1)
L
ln 2
V/t→ +∞ ln 2 if N even, 0 if N odd ln 2 if N even, 0 if N odd
V/t = −2 0 0
Table 3.1: Analytical results for the accessible entanglement in the ground
state of the t−V model with N fermions on L sites under a spatial bipartition
consisting of ` = L/2 contiguous sites. From left to right, the columns indicate
the interaction strength, the value of the generalized Rényi accessible entangle-
ment, and the value of the von Neumann entanglement, respectively. The x in
the first row is the minimum value between {N, `, L− `, L−N}.
Analytical results have now been obtained in three regimes of the t − V
Model, namely: V/t → +∞, V/t → −∞ and V/t = −2 for both the von
Neumann and the Rényi accessible entanglement. In the next section, numerical
results obtained from exact diagonalization are presented.
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3.4 Numerical Results
3.4.1 Finite size scaling of the accessible entanglement
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Figure 3.1: Accessible entanglement entropy Saccα (`) for α = 1, 2 in the ground
state of the t−V model as a function of interaction strength V/t. The top panel
shows the results for an odd number of total particles: N = 11, 13, 15 and the
bottom, for even: N = 12, 14, 16. The gray vertical lines indicate the locations
of the known phase transitions for the model, V/t = ±2. For N = 15, 16 the
asymptotic results computed in Section 3.1 in the limits V/t → ±∞ for Sacc1
are shown.
Figure 3.1 shows the accessible Rényi entanglement entropy values at in-
teraction strengths in the interval V/t : (−100, 100). This interval spans the
three phases of the t − V model. For large negative interaction strengths,
there is agreement between the values at which Saccα (ρA) converges and the
predicted value from 3.1 for all system sizes and α. For large positive inter-
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action strengths, the predicted effect of total particle number parity is ob-
served. For N odd, the accessible entanglement vanishes, whereas it converges
to ln 2 ≈ 0.6931 . . . for N even, independent of system size and α. At the first
order phase transition V/t = −2, Saccα (ρA), as expected. Thus, the asymptotic
predictions for the accessible entanglement entropy in the t − V model have
been confirmed via exact diagonalization. Increasing the magnitude of both
the attractive and repulsive interactions will result in even more agreement
between simulation and theory.
Recall that the accessible entanglement should be a monotonically decreas-
ing function of α. Figure 3.1 supports this inverse relation since it is seen that
S1 ≥ S2 ∀ V/t ∈ (−100, 100).
Another interesting feature is the peak seen near the continuous phase tran-
sition V/t = 2. Results seem to indicate that the peak is slightly shifting to
the left, closer to V/t = 2 as the number of particles N increases. In an effort
to find how the location of this peak scales with particle number, V/t|Max was
obtained for various system sizes, where V/t|Max is the interaction strength
at which the accessible entanglement peak occurs. Figure 4.2 shows a plot of
V/t|Max vs N−0.2545. The exponent comes from a linear fitting of (V/t|Max − 2)
vs N data. The observed inverse power law scaling is promising as all points
fall on a line with y intercept of V/t|Max = 2, which is the exact value of the
continuous phase transition in the asymptotic limit of N →∞ total particles.
Nevertheless, most of the system sizes in the data fall roughly in the same order
of magnitude. The exact value of the phase transition V/t = 2 is obtained in
the thermodynamic limit of N → ∞ particles. Thus, to confirm the veracity
of a power-law scaling of the peak of entanglement, more data points will be
needed. Deviations from the line are noticeable in the largest three points pre-
sented. This suggests that there might be sub-leading terms that will hopefully
become negligible for large system sizes. Currently, data for larger system sizes
is being generated via Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) that
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will allow for the simulation of N ≈ 100 fermions [63] .
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Figure 3.2: Interaction strength at which the maximum Sacc1 occurs as a function
of the total number of particles N . The exponent of N was obtained from a
linear fitting of lnN vs. ln (V/t− 2). Although very few points are plotted due
to memory limitations, they agree with the hypothesis that for N → ∞, the
peak of von Neumann accessible entanglement occurs at the phase transition
V/t = 2. Inset: Sacc1 as a function of interaction strength V/t for various N
around the neighborhood of the peak.
3.4.2 Entanglement of local particle number fluctuations
Recall from section 3.1.1 that the difference between the full and the opera-
tionally accessible von Neumann entropies (α = 1) should equal the Shannon
entropy of the local particle number probability distribution Pn:
∆S1(ρA) ≡ S1(ρA)− Sacc1 (ρA) = H1({Pn}) (3.72)
where
H1({Pn}) = −
N∑
n=0
Pn lnPn. (3.73)
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is the Shannon entropy of the probability distribution of the local particle num-
ber Pn.
In this section, a comparison is done between the Shannon entropy of the
local particle number distribution and the difference between full and accessible
entanglement. First, numerical results for this difference will be shown for the
case of α = 1 and compared to the exact value of the Shannon entropy of
normally distributed local particle numbers. Then, higher values of α will be
studied and the difference will be compared with the Shannon entropy of the
corresponding probability distribution of local particle number.
Figure 3.3 shows the difference between the full and accessible von Neumann
entanglement entropies as a function of interaction strength. From exact diago-
nalization, the full (S1), accessible (Sacc1 ) von Neumann entanglement entropies
and the variance of local particle number n (σ) were obtained. Expecting
that local particle number fluctuations are normally distributed in the TLL
phase (−2 < V/t < 2) of the t − V model, these variances were inserted into
the expression for the Shannon entropy of a Normal Distribution 1
2
ln (2pieσ2).
Additionally, the Shannon entropy was calculated using the variance of local
particle number predicted by Tomonaga-Luttinger Liquid theory σ ≡ KσFF
where σFF is the variance of free-fermions V/t = 0 and K is the Luttinger
Parameter K = pi/(cos−1 (−V/2t)), as shown in Chapter 2 . The figure shows
agreement between the three expressions in the TLL phase.
At Rényi indices higher than α = 1, the difference between the full
and accessible entanglement entropies should be bounded from below by the
classical Rényi entropy of the local particle number probability distribution
Hα ({Pn}) = ln
∑
n P
α
n /(1 − α). Figure 3.4 shows ∆Sα and Hα ({Pn}) as a
function of interaction strength for Rényi indices α = 2 and α = 10. Not only
in all cases is Hα ({Pn}) ≤ ∆Sα, but also the values corresponding to α = 10
are lower than the ones corresponding to α = 2, satisfying the condition that
the difference in full and accessible entanglement should be a monotonically
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Figure 3.3: Difference between the von Neumann and accessible entanglement
entropies S1−Sacc1 and 12 ln 2pieσ2 as functions of interaction strength V/t. The
latter expression is the well known differential entropy of a Gaussian distribu-
tion. In TLL phase (−2 < V/t < 2), the probability distribution is Gaussian,
as can be seen from the agreement between the two results. The solid lines use
the theoretical variance of particle number in A inside the LL phase, Kσ2FF ,
where K is the Luttinger parameter and is a function of V/t and σ2FF is the
exact variance for free-fermions (V/t = 0).
decreasing function of α. The fact there’s such good agreement for the α = 2
and α = 10 is rather astounding. Taking a look at Figure 3.5 reveals that the
difference between the computationally determined Rényi entropy of Pn and the
theoretical value is proportional to the Rényi index. For α = 10, this difference
is large enough that the agreement in the TLL phase in Figure 3.4 is surprising.
Up next, it will be shown that this agreement is a result of the proportionality
between Pn,α and Pαn .
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Figure 3.4: Difference between the Rényi and accessible entanglement entropy
Sα − Saccα and Hα as functions of interaction strength V/t for α = 2, 10. In
general, Hα should provide a lower bound for ∆Sα (i.e, Hα ≤ Sα). Also, Saccα
should be non-increasing in α. It can be seen that both relations hold in all
phases of the t− V model.
Recall the distribution defined in section 3.1.1:
Pn,α =
Pn
Tr ραA
(3.74)
which due to a normal distribution of local particle numbers in the TLL
phase of the t− V model (−2 < V/t < 2) can be approximated as:
Pn,α ≈
√
piα
2K ln `
e
−αpi2(n−〈n〉2)
2K ln ` (3.75)
Notice that raising Eq. (3.75) to either 1/α or K on both sides should get
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Figure 3.5: For N = 15, σ2 = 0.758 and for N = 16, σ2 = 0.772.
rid of the α or K dependence of the exponential factor, respectively, within the
TLL regime. The square root factor will still pick up the dependence on either
of the exponents. In other words, raising by 1/α or K should give:
P 1/αn,α ≈
√
piα
2K ln `
1/α
e
−pi2(n−〈n〉2)
2K ln ` (3.76)
and
PKn,α ≈
√
piα
2K ln `
K
e
−αpi2(n−〈n〉2)
2 ln ` (3.77)
Figure 3.6 shows the distribution AαP
1/α
n,α for various interaction strengths
V/t and, thus, K. The constant Aα is the inverse of the square root factor in
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Figure 3.6: Probabilities of measuring a state with n particles in subregion A, as
a function of n. The probabilities in the TLL regime are known to be Gaussian.
Here, they have been raised to 1/α in order to cancel out the α dependence of
the exponential part. For the middle plot, the interaction strength lies in the
TLL regime and, consequently, the probabilities collapse to the same values in
all the range after the α dependence has been cancelled. The top and bottom
plots show results outside of the TLL regime, where the probabilities are not
Gaussian.
Eq. (3.76). Cancelling the square root factor allows for a direct comparison of
the exponential factor for each of the α values used. The middle plots confirm
that this exponential factor indeed is independent of α, illustrated by the fact
that the distributions become the same for α = {1, 2, 5, 10}, when inside the
TLL regime of −2 < V/t < 2.
Figure 3.7 shows the distribution AαPKn,α with the Rényi index fixed at
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Figure 3.7: Probabilities of measuring a state with n particles in subregion A,
as a function of n. This time, the probabilities have been raised to the Luttinger
Parameter K, after calculating for several K values. The probabilities seem to
collapse nearly to the same value near the middle of the distribution. The inset
plot shows the K dependence of the probability for fixed particle number in A,
n = 8. This helps illustrate that the probabilities are proportional to K near
the middle, as opposed to inversely proportional at the ends.
α = 2 and at various interaction strengths V/t and corresponding Luttinger
parameters K. In this case, the factor Aα is the inverse of the square root
factor in Eq. (3.77). All of the interaction strengths fall within the TLL regime
and as such, all the distributions should become the same for the various V/t
and, thus, K values. This collapse of the distributions at various K is evident
from looking at regions near the middle of the graph. Although it may not be
apparent at first glance due to the scale, the tails of the distribution are all
essentially zero.
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the operationally accessible von Neumann and Rényi entangle-
ment entropies were introduced. Analytical values of the entanglement entropy
were obtained at various special cases of the t − V model and then confirmed
via exact diagonalization. A maximum value in accessible entanglement was
observed and evidence seems to support that it follows an inverse power law
scaling in total particle number with scaling exponent -0.2545.
The difference in full and accessible entanglement entropies was also com-
putationally determined and it was confirmed that in the TLL phase of the
t − V model, it is equal to the the Rényi entropy of a Normal Distribution of
local particle number. Finally, it was then proposed theoretically and confirmed
computationally, that getting rid of its Rényi index and Luttinger parameter
dependence, the exponential part of these Normal Distributions depend exclu-
sively on local particle number fluctuations.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
4.1 Conclusions
4.1.1 Particle entanglement of one-dimensional spinless
fermions
The empirical scaling form for the one-particle entanglement entropy in the t−V
model proposed in [24] was confirmed analytically. This scaling suggested that
the one-particle entanglement entropy should go as S(n,N) = ln
(
N
n
)
+ a +
O( 1
Nγ
), where n is the number of particles in the subsystem, N is the total
number of particles in the system, and a and γ are parameters that depend
on the interaction between the fermions and hence the Luttinger Parameter,
K. The first term on the scaling form is the free-fermion contribution to the
entanglement entropy. Having confirmed analytically the empirically proposed
scaling of the one-particle entanglement entropy, the entanglement contribution
coming from particle interactions was calculated. To calculate the particle
interaction contribution to the one-particle entanglement entropy, S(n,N) −
ln
(
N
n
)
was calculated at various values of particle interaction strengths V/t. Not
only agreement was again seen between numerical results, Tomonaga-Luttinger
Liquid (TLL) theory and the proposed scaling, but it was also seen that the
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one-particle entropy was sensitive to phase transitions in the t− V model.
4.1.2 Accessible spatial entanglement entropy of one-
dimensional spinless fermions
The amount of spatial entanglement in the t − V model that is accessible
as a resource was computed analytically and via exact diagonalization as a
function of interaction strength. It was seen that this type of entanglement
was also sensitive to the phase transitions of the model. At the continuous
phase transition, a peak was observed and a power-law scaling suggests that
in the limit of inifitely many fermions, this peak would move exactly to the
value of the phase transition. The difference between the full and the accessible
entanglement entropies was also computed. Also via exact diagonalization, it
was confirmed that the probabilities of measuring a number n of particles are
Gaussianly distributed.
4.1.3 Summary
This work confirmed the effectiveness of quantum entanglement as a probe for
quantum phase transitions. The theoretical knowledge gained from this is very
rich on its own, but it will also be of experimental value in the near future. The
advent of quantum computers, and other quantum technologies, has brought the
need to build devices that have to be cooled to near zero Kelvin temperatures,
for example the qubits in a quantum computer. At zero temperature, phase
transitions are driven by purely quantum mechanical effects. Then, having ways
of probing the phase of the quantum device will be necessary to understand its
microscopical physical properties, and therefore the macroscopic ones too.
It was also seen that the way a system is partitioned will give different
insights about the entanglement of a system. Partitioning a system into spatial
subregions gives insights about how information is shared across the boundary
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between the regions. On the other hand, a particle partition gives a length-
scale free and particle-statistics dependent idea of how information is shared
between entangled groups of particles. Although the entanglement under both
of these types of partitions was used to successfully detect phase transitions in
the t− V model, features were seen using one type of entanglement that were
not seen with the other. For example, for particle entanglement, it was seen
how the von Neumann and Rényi entropies had a contribution due to not only
particle interactions but also the antisymmetrization of the wave function due
to fermionic statistics. Under a spatial bipartition, the entanglement exhibits
a peak at the continuous phase transition that scales with system size towards
the phase transition. More examples can be pin pointed of properties that were
seen under each type of partition, but the bottom line is that different features
will be seen for each. Thus, it will be of benefit moving forward to consider not
only one, but both types of partitions when studying entanglement, to give a
broader understanding of the particular physical system under study.
Superselection rules have the effect of reducing the amount of entanglement
that can be used as a resource. Recall that one of the main goals for the study
of entanglement is to build real life devices that rely on this phenomenon to
function, such as a quantum computer. The von Neumann and Rényi entropies
are good enough to pick up interesting features of the system, like phase transi-
tions. But to actually use the entanglement as a resource, superselection rules
that restrict the number of states that can be prepared must be accounted for.
By considering the particle number superselection rule, it was seen that the
amount of entanglement accessible as a resource is always less or equal to the
von Neumann and Rényi entropy. The calculation of the accessible entangle-
ment should be more ubiquitous in the theoretical study of entangled systems,
since it gives a measure that more closely approximates the entanglement that
may be measured in an experimental setting.
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4.2 Future work
In this section, future projects are discussed. Some of these projects stem from
unanswered questions in previous work, while some of them will be completely
new.
4.2.1 Power law scaling of entanglement peak in the tV
model
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Figure 4.1: Accessible entanglement entropies as a function of interaction
strength in the t − V model. The circles enclose a region where both the
von Neumann and Rényi entanglement entropies attain a maximum value. As
the total number of particles N increases, this maximum seems to be shifting
to the left, closer to the phase transition V/t = 2.
In the t − V model, there are two known phase transitions, a first order
one at V/t = −2, and a continuous one at V/t = 2. From Figure 4.1, it
can be seen that the accessible entanglement entropies are sensitive to both
types of transition. Interestingly, this sensitivity to the transition in V/t = 2
expresses itself as a peak of entanglement. Moreover, the interaction strength
at which this peak of entanglement occurs moves closer to the exact value of the
continuous phase transition as the number of particles in the system increases.
Figure 4.2 shows the value where the entanglement peak occurs for various
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Figure 4.2: Interaction strength at which the maximum Sacc1 occurs as a function
of the total number of particles N . The exponent of N was obtained from a l
inear fitting of lnN vs. ln (V/t− 2). Although very few points are plotted due
to memory limitations, they agree with the hypothesis that for N → ∞, the
peak of von Neumann accessible entanglement occurs at the phase transition
V/t = 2. Inset: Sacc1 as a function of interaction strength V/t for various N
around the neighborhood of the peak.
system sizes. The fact that all the points lie on a line that intercepts the
vertical axis at V/tMax = 2 is very promising. Nevertheless, the current scaling
exponent of −0.2545 should not be taken for granted due to how small the
systems currently are. Indeed, the continuous phase transition should occur in
the t − V model at V/t = 2, but this is for a system where N → ∞. More
data points, corresponding to large systems are still be needed to get closer to
this intercept and confirm the power law scaling. To aid in reaching this larger
system sizes, Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) will be employed
[63, 64]. With DMRG, it is expected that systems consisting of roughly 100
particles can be simulated.
4.2.2 Filling fraction dependence of entanglement
The t − V model results presented in this thesis were focused on the special
case of half-filling. That is, only half of the lattice sites were had particles in
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them (N = L/2). For this case, the exact results for the phase transitions are
mapped from the XXZ spin-1/2 model. For other filling fractions, a theory has
yet to be developed. Figure 4.3 shows the accessible entanglement entropies
for various filling fractions ranging from 1/14 to 1/2. Expanding the results
outside the realm of half filling will help to learn if some of the interesting
features observed, such as the scaling of the accessible entanglement peak and
the Gaussian distribution of local particle number probabilities in the TLL
phase, are independent of filling fraction.
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Figure 4.3: Accessible entanglement entropies Saccα (`) for α = 1, 2 as a function
of filling fraction N/L. The lattice size was kept fixed at L = 28 sites and the
total number of particles were N = 1, 2, 3...14. For the left column, the spatial
partition ` was kept fixed at half the lattice size, ` = L/2. For the right column,
it was set to equal the total number of particles N . The interaction strengths
V/t are indicated in each of the plots and correspond to values from each of
the three phases of the t− V model.
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4.2.3 Accessible entanglement via quantum gates
The endgame for the study of accessible entanglement entropies is to exploit
the entanglement of a system as a resource. Motivated by this, we are currently
working on building a quantum circuit that reproduces the accessible entangle-
ment measurement process. After coming up with the appropriate quantum
circuit, the results will be tested on IBM’s quantum computer [65].
4.2.4 Entanglement in the Bose-Hubbard model
Another project in the works is calculating accessible entanglement entropies
in the Bose-Hubbard (BH) model. In the study of fermionic systems, such
as the t − V model, methods like exact diagonalization and density matrix
renormalization group must be used to due to the infamous sign problem. The
high memory cost of these methods restricts simulations to only relatively small
system sizes and low dimensions. The sign problem does not exist in bosonic
models and thus quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods can be used. QMC will
allow the study of much larger systems than the ones presented here [1, 66].
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Appendix A
Site to momentum basis mapping
of kinetic operator
The kinetic energy operator of the fermionic t− V Model is:
Tˆ = −t
∑
i
c†ici+1 + h.c
where t is the hopping amplitude, ci (c†i ) is the fermionic annihilation (cre-
ation) operator on site i, h.c stands for "Hermitian Conjugate" and the sum is
carried over all lattice sites. This operator describes a fermion hopping between
neighboring sites. Nevertheless, it may not be obvious in a physical sense how
this expression ’counts’ the contribution to the kinetic energy in the model.
Here it will be shown that:
−t
∑
i
c†ici+1 + h.c =
∑
k
(k)nk
where (k) is the dispersion relation of a fermion with momentum pk = ~k
and nk counts how many fermions have wavenumber k. Hopefully, the expres-
sion on the right makes conceptually clearer how the kinetic energy operator is
actually counting the total kinetic energy of a state. To move from real space
to k − space, the discrete version of the Fourier Transform will be applied to
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the fermionic creation and annihilation operators.
Consider a lattice with L total sites. The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
is defined as:
fj =
1√
L
∑
k
fke
ikj
The index j has been chosen to represent the lattice sites in order to avoid
confusion with the imaginary unit, i.
Thus, applying the DFT to the creation and annihilation operators:
c†j =
1√
L
∑
k
e−ikjc†k
cj =
1√
L
∑
k
eikjck
Now, consider the first term of the kinetic operator (without the −t, for
now) and substitute these ’transformed’ operators:
∑
j
c†jcj+1 =
∑
j
[
1√
L
∑
k
e−ikjc†k
1√
L
∑
k′
eik
′(j+1)ck′ ]
=
1
L
∑
j
[
∑
k
∑
k′
c†kck′e
i(k′−k)jeik
′
]
=
∑
k
∑
k′
c†kck′e
ik′ 1
L
∑
j
ei(k
′−k)j
︸ ︷︷ ︸
def
= δkk′
=
∑
k
∑
k′
c†kck′e
ik′δkk′ ; only the k’=k term ’survives’
∑
j
c†jcj+1 =
∑
k
c†kcke
ik
The Hermitian Conjugate of this gives the second term in the operator. It
is obtained almost for free from the above result:
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∑
j
c†j+1cj =
∑
k
c†kcke
−ik
Adding the last two lines and multiplying by (minus) the hopping amplitude
t:
−t
∑
j
[c†jcj+1 + c
†
j+1cj] = −t
∑
k
[c†kcke
ik + c†kcke
−ik]
= −t
∑
k
[c†kck(e
ik + e−ik)]
= −t
∑
k
[c†kck(2 cos(k))]
=
∑
k
[c†kck︸︷︷︸
nk
(−2t cos(k))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k)
]
Therefore:
Tˆ = −t
∑
j
[c†jcj+1 + c
†
j+1cj] =
∑
k
(k)nk
Q.E.D
On a side note, the dispersion relation for fermions on a one dimensional
lattice with lattice constant a is: (k) = −2t cos(ka), which was retrieved here
for a = 1.
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Appendix B
Lanczos algorithm
B.1 Introduction
The Lanczos Algorithm, takes as input a Hermitian Matrix and iteratively
builds a similarity transform that makes it tridiagonal. Due to similarity, the
solution of the eigenvalue problem of the tridiagonal matrix is the same as that
of the original matrix. Nevertheless, some methods can exploit the tridiagonal-
ity to find the eigendecomposition more easily. In condensed matter physics,
the input matrix is usually a Hamiltonian. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the Hamiltonian represent the energies and the associated quantum states of
the system.
In the following section, the Lanczos Algorithm will be derived. Next, some
methods for approximating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be discussed.
Finally, a hopefully simple implementation of the algorithm in Python will be
linked and some results will be shown.
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B.2 Tridiagonalization of the original matrix
Let A be a Hermitian matrix of size n× n. An orthonormal transform matrix
Q is needed such that:
T = QTAQ (B.1)
where T is a tridiagonal and Hermitian matrix similar to A.
The idea is to obtain a recursive relation, starting from the known fact
that T is tridiagonal and that the columns of the transform Q are mutually
orthonormal. The matrix T has the form:
T =

α1 β1 0
β1 α2 β2
β2 α3 β3
β3
. . . . . .
. . . αn−2 βn−2
βn−2 αn−1 βn−1
0 βn−1 αn

(B.2)
Operating Q on both sides of the similarity relation above from the left:
QT = QQTAQ = IAQ = AQ (B.3)
Let {q1, q2, q3, ..., qk} be represent the mutually orthonormal columns of Q and
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{t1, t2, t3, ..., tk}, those of T . Then, at the k-th step of the Lanczos iteration:
Aqk = Qtk (B.4)
=

. . . q1,k−1 q1,k q1,k+1 . . .
. . . q2,k−1 q2,k q2,k+1 . . .
...
. . . qn,k−1 qn,k qn,k+1 . . .


...
0
βk−1
αk
βk
0
...

(B.5)
The column vector only has three nonzero components. Namely, βk−1, αk and
βk. Thus, the product of this matrix-vector multiplication becomes:
Aqk =

q1,k−1
q2,k−1
...
qn,k−1

βk−1 +

q1,k
q2,k
...
qn,k

αk +

q1,k+1
q2,k+1
...
qn,k+1

βk (B.6)
(B.7)
Or, more compactly:
Aqk = βk−1qk−1 + αkqk + βkqk+1 (B.8)
From this three-term recursion relation, Q can be built by finding equations
for the nonzero elements of the set of columns {qi}ni=1 (i.e the α’s and β’s).
First, the αk equation will be derived. Multiplying both sides of the three-term
recursion relation by qTk from the left:
qTkAqk = βk−1q
T
k qk−1 + αkq
T
k qk + βkq
T
k qk+1 (B.9)
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Since the columns of Q are mutually orthonormal, qTk qk′ = δkk′ . In other words,
the first and third term will vanish and the second one survives. The equation
for αk is then:
αk = q
T
kAqk (B.10)
To obtain the βk equation, first the recursion relation is solved for βkqk+1, which
gives:
βkqk+1 = Aqk − αkqk + βk−1qk−1 = (A− αkI)qk − βk−1qk−1 (B.11)
Setting rk ≡ (A− αkI)qk − βk−1qk−1:
βkqk+1 = rk (B.12)
Or
qk+1 =
rk
βk
(B.13)
where βk 6= 0 and, since qk+1 is an orthonormal vector, βk = ||rk||2, such that
qk+1 is normalized.
Note that the αk and βk terms of the three-term recursion relation have
been accounted for. As for the βk−1, a "bottom rung" for the recursion has to
be set. The tridiagonal matrix T does not have a βk−1 term. Thus, for k = 1,
the βk−1qk−1 term is set to β0q0 = 0. Now the columns of Q can be built by
iterating from k = 1 to k = n.
B.3 Algorithm
1. Set r0 = q1,β0 = 1 and q0 = 0
2. For k=1,2,3,...,n:
3. qk+1 = rkβk
4. αk = qTkAqk
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5. rk = (A− αkI)qk − βk−1qk−1
6. βk = ||rk||2
7. Reorthonormalize {qi}ki=1 if necessary
8. Approximate Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors (Can be done after the loop
instead)
Line 1: β0 is set to 1 since it is the norm of r0 and r0 = q1, where q1 is a
normalized vector.
Line 2: The for loop runs from k = 1 all the way up to k = n, where n is
the total number of columns. Depending of the eigenvalues desired, this loop
can instead be a while loop that ends whenever the eigenvalues have reached a
desired tolerance.
Line 7: Due to finite precision errors, the set of supposedly mutually
orthonormal vectors {qi}ki=1 will actually lose their orthonormality at later
Lanczos steps. When this happens, a reorthonormalization scheme, such as
the Grahm-Schmidt Process, has to be employed.
Line 8: Again, depending on the problem and the desired eigenpairs, the
approximation can be done for the current version of the tridiagonal matrix at
step k, call it Tk. Alternatively, it could be done after the for loop has finished
and the full tridiagonal matrix has been T built. There is no strict requirement
on which iterative method should be used to find the eigendecomposition (QR
Method, Power Iteration, Inverse Power Iteration, etc...).
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B.4 Code
An implementation of the Lanczos Algorithm in Python can be found in:
https://github.com/ecasiano/LanczosEigensolvers/blob/master/lanczosEigensolver.py.
The code generates a random, sparse, hermitian matrix of specified size, finds
a tridiagonal representation via Lanczos and calculates the full eigende-
composition via QR Algorithm or finds the smallest eigenvalue via Inverse
Power Iteration. A blackbox function, part of the numpy.linalg package,
numpy.linalg.eigsh(), solves the eigenvalue problem for the input matrix so a
comparison can be made with the code results.
B.5 Results
The following colormap represents a sparse and hermitian matrix of dimensions
n × n that was fed to the linked Lanczos code. The Lanczos iterations were
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Figure B.1: Colormap representing a randomly generated sparse hermitian ma-
trix to be diagonalized via Lanczos iteration. The zero entries are denoted by
gray squares.
carried from k = 1 to k = n = 100. First, Lanczos was ran without reorthonor-
malizing the columns of the transform matrix Q. Observe in Figure B.2 how
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the matrix starts to look tridiagonal, but still has some large nonzero entries
far away from the diagonal. This is the result of finite precision error. Via the
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Figure B.2: Colormap representing the matrix after 100 steps of Lanczos itera-
tions have been done. Due to normalization being lost at each iteration, there
are still large off diagonal entries.
Grahm-Schmidt Procedure, a full reorthonormalization was then done at each
Lanczos step. Figure B.3 shows the resulting matrix after reorthonormalization
was done at every iteration. Barring some small nonzero entries in the bottom
right, most likely due also to finite precision, the matrix was now tridiagonalized
successfully.
Figure B.4 shows the eigenvalues obtained using the Lanczos code linked and
those obtained using numpy.linalg.eigsh function. These eigenvalues correspond
to the same matrix generated for the plots in the previous section.
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Figure B.3: Colormap representing the matrix after 100 steps of Lanczos it-
erations with reorthonormalization have been done. Note that off-diagonal
elements are almost all non-zero, besides some very small entries in the bottom
right due to numerical precision errors.
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Figure B.4: Scatter plot comparing the eigenvalues obtained with my implemen-
tation of the code and with a numpy implementation. The vertical axis carries
no significance and values have been shifted in order to make the comparison
easier. The horizontal axis shows the actual eigenvalues obtained. Agreement
is seen between both of the implementations.
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Appendix C
n-particle entanglement
C.1 Evaluating the n-particle partition entangle-
ment
In this appendix, we show that the n-RDM of spinless hardcore particles on
a lattice can be written as a tensor product of two lower-rank matrices. This
simplification significantly reduces the numerical cost for calculating n-RDM
for such quantum systems.
In general, for a pure quantum state |Ψ〉 in some Hilbert space H that can
be written as the tensor product space A⊗B, we can write
|Ψ〉 =
∑
i,j
Ci,j|ψAi 〉|ψBj 〉, (C.1)
where {|ψAi 〉} and {|ψBj 〉} are orthonormal bases in the two Hilbert spaces A
and B, respectively. Accordingly, the system degrees of freedom are biparti-
tioned between the two subsets {|ψAi 〉} and {|ψBj 〉}. Using the product basis
{|ψAi 〉|ψBj 〉}, the full density matrix can be written as
ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| =
∑
i,j,i′,j′
|ψAi 〉|ψBj 〉Ci,jC∗i′,j′〈ψAi′ |〈ψBj′ |. (C.2)
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The reduced density matrix ρA (ρB) of subspace A (B) , is obtained from ρ by
tracing out the degrees of freedom of subspace B (A),
ρA =
∑
m
〈ψBm|ρ|ψBm〉 =
∑
i,j
|ψAi 〉
(∑
m
Ci,mC
∗
j,m
)
〈ψAj |, (C.3)
ρB =
∑
m
〈ψAm|ρ|ψAm〉 =
∑
i,j
|ψBi 〉
(∑
m
Cm,iC
∗
m,j
)
〈ψBj |. (C.4)
Moreover, the reduced density matrices can be generated using the linear maps
GAB : SB → SA as ρA = GABG†AB and ρB = (G†ABGAB)T where
GAB =
∑
i,j
Ci,j|ψAi 〉〈ψBj |. (C.5)
Note that, in general, the matrix representing the linear maps GAB is rectan-
gular since the dimensions of the Hilbert spaces A and B can differ.
C.1.1 Particle bipartition
Let us now consider a quantum system ofN spinless hardcore particles in a state
|Ψ〉 = ∑i χi|ψNi 〉, where {|ψNi 〉} are the N particle second-quantization basis
states, where each basis state corresponds to a single, possible, occupation num-
ber configuration (ONC). Now we recall that each ONC state is a linear com-
bination of the distinguished particles states {|ψNi,j〉} as |ψNi 〉 =
∑
j
fj√
N !
|ψNi,j〉,
where j runs over all possible particle permutations (PPs) and fj = e−iφj is the
corresponding phase factor. Accordingly, we can write
|Ψ〉 =
∑
i,j
χifj√
N !
|ψNi,j〉. (C.6)
Now we partition N into two sets of particles: nA and the remainder nB =
N − nA. The distinguished particles basis {|ψNi,j〉} can be written as a tensor
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product of the two partitions basis
|ψNi,j〉 = |ψnAiA,jA〉|ψnBiB ,jB〉, (C.7)
where each ONC (labelled by i) of the N particles corresponds to a unique pair
of ONCs iA and iB of the nA and nB particles, respectively. Similarly, each PP
j of the N particles corresponds to a unique pair of PPs: jA and jB of the nA
and nB particles.
|Ψ〉 =
∑
iA,iB ,jA,jB
CiA,iB ,jA,jB |ψnAiA,jA〉|ψnBiB ,jB〉, (C.8)
with
CiA,iB ,jA,jB =
χifj√
N !
. (C.9)
The CiA,iB ,jA,jB depends on the indices i and j through the multiplication of χi
and fj, and without loss of generality, we can take
CiA,iB ,jA,jB = C˜iA,iBΦjA,jB . (C.10)
Moreover, the dependence of ΦjA,jB on the PP indices only guarantees that
|ΦjA,jB |2 = constant that can be absorbed in C˜iA,iB . Thus, we can set
|ΦjA,jB |2 = 1. Based on the fact that applying a particle permutation two
one group of particles results in an overall phase factor that does not depend
on the permutation of the other group of particles, we write
ΦjA,jB = F
(A)
jA
F
(B)
jB
, (C.11)
with |F (A)jA |2 = |F
(B)
jB
|2 = 1. Substituting in Eq. (C.8) we find
|Ψ〉 =
∑
iA,iB ,jA,jB
C˜iA,iBF
(A)
jA
F
(B)
jB
|ψnAiA,jA〉|ψnBiB ,jB〉, (C.12)
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Let us now calculate the reduced density matrix of ρA using
GnAnB =
∑
iA,iB ,jA,jB
C˜iA,iBF
(A)
jA
F
(B)
jB
|ψnAiA,jA〉〈ψnBiB ,jB |, (C.13)
as
ρA = GnAnBG
†
nAnB
(C.14)
=
∑
iA,jA,i
′
A,j
′
A
|ψnAiA,jA〉
∑
iB
(
C˜iA,iB C˜
∗
i′A,iB
)
F
(A)
jA
F
∗(A)
j′A
∑
jB
∣∣∣F (B)jB ∣∣∣2 〈ψnAi′A,j′A|
= nB!
∑
iA,jA,i
′
A,j
′
A
|ψnAiA,jA〉DiA,i′AΦjA,j′A〈ψ
nA
i′A,j
′
A
|, (C.15)
with DiA,i′A =
∑
iB
C˜iA,iB C˜
∗
i′A,iB
and ΦjA,j′A = F
(A)
jA
F
∗(A)
j′A
. From Eq. (C.15) we see
that ρA is a Kronecker product (tensor product) of the lower-rank Hermitian
matrices D and Φ. where D can be calculated considering a single PP for each
particle partition and the elements of Φ are the product of the relative phases
of the chosen partitions (C.11)
C.1.2 Eigenvalues
Let VD and VΦ be two unitary transformations that diagonalize the sub matrices
D and Φ, respectively. Such that V †DDVD = Λ and V
†
ΦΦVΦ = W , where Λ and
W are diagonal matrices with eigenvalues {λk} and {wl}. If we construct the
unitary transformation U as
U = VD ⊗ VΦ, (C.16)
and calculate U †(ρA/nB!)U we find
U †
(
ρA
nB!
)
U =
∑
k,l
|ψn1k,l〉λkwl〈ψn1k,l|. (C.17)
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Accordingly, the unitary transformation U diagonalizes ρA and the eigenvalues
of ρA are nB!λkwl. Moreover, Φ has the structure of a simple projection operator
onto the non-normalized state |F (A)〉 = ∑nA!j F (A)j |j〉 = ∑nA!j eiφj |j〉 as Φ =
|F (A)〉〈F (A)|. The only eigenstate of Φ with a nonzero eigenvalue is |F (A)〉,
where Φ|F (A)〉 = |F (A)〉〈F (A)|F (A)〉 = nA!|F (A)〉.
Therefore, we conclude that the nonzero eigenvalues of ρA are nA!nB!λk,
where λk are the eigenvalues of the matrix D that is constructed using only one
PP of each of the sets {|ψnAiA,jA〉} and {|ψnBiB ,jB〉}. As the rank of D is smaller
than that of the n-RDM by a factor of nA!nB! the numerical effort involved in
calculating the eigenvalues of the n-RDM is enormously reduced.
C.2 n-particle partition entanglement in the
V/t→∞ limit
Here we calculate the n-particle partition entanglement of the one-dimensional
fermionic t− V model at half filling (N = M/2) in the infinite repulsion limit
(V/t→∞). In this limit, the Hamiltonian of the model (Eq. (2.18)) is reduced
to
H = V
∑
i
nini+1 (C.18)
which is diagonal in the occupation number representation with a two-fold
degenerate ground state, where, at half filling, the fermions can avoid hav-
ing any nearest neighbors by occupying sites with only odd indices (|ψodd〉 =
|1010 · · · 10〉) or only even indices (|ψeven〉 = |0101 · · · 01〉). Thus, one can write
the ground state in this limit, as a superposition of |ψodd〉 and |ψeven〉:
|Ψ〉 = cos(Θ)eiδ|ψodd〉+ sin(Θ)|ψeven〉, (C.19)
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where we parametrize the amplitudes and the relative phase of the odd/even
states using Θ and δ. Note that for δ = 0 and Θ = pi/4 (Θ = 3pi/4), the ground
state |Ψ〉 is also an eigenstate of the inversion operator P (Eq. (2.22)) with
eigenvalue ±1 where
P |Φ±〉 = ±|Φ±〉 = ±
(
1√
2
|ψodd〉 ± 1√
2
|ψeven〉
)
. (C.20)
The degeneracy persists in the case of finite interaction V/t for even/odd N
with PBC/APBC. The degeneracy is lifted for odd/even N with APBC/PBC
with the resulting ground state in the infinite repulsion limit approaching an
eigenstate of P :
|Ψ〉 = |Φ+〉 = 1√
2
|ψodd〉+ 1√
2
|ψeven〉. (C.21)
We now consider the n-particle partition entanglement of the degenerate
ground state |Ψ〉 defined in Eq. (C.19), where we can write the corresponding
full density matrix ρ as
ρ = cos2(Θ)|ψodd〉〈ψodd|+ sin2(Θ)|ψeven〉〈ψeven|
+ sin(Θ) cos(Θ)eiδ|ψodd〉〈ψeven|+ sin(Θ) cos(Θ)e−iδ|ψeven〉〈ψodd|, (C.22)
If we partition the N particles into two distinguishable sets of nA = n and
nB = N −n particles, we can write the states |ψodd〉 and |ψeven〉 in terms of the
first-quantized basis states of the two partitions as
|ψodd〉 =
∑
iA,iB ,jA,jB
f oddiA,iB ,jA,jB√
N !
|ψnA,oddiA,jA 〉|ψnB ,oddiB ,jB 〉, (C.23)
|ψeven〉 =
∑
iA,iB ,jA,jB
f eveniA,iB ,jA,jB√
N !
|ψnA,eveniA,jA 〉|ψnB ,eveniB ,jB 〉, (C.24)
where the indices iA and iB label possible occupation number configurations
(ONCs) in both partitions A and B while jA and jB label different particle
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permutations (PPs). Also, f oddiA,iB ,jA,jB and f
even
iA,iB ,jA,jB
are overall phase factors,
where the superscript odd (even) is to indicate that only sites with odd (even)
indices are occupied. We note that in this decomposition the states |ψeven〉 and
|ψodd〉 are constructed from non-overlapping subspaces (even/odd) of partition
B. Similarly for partition A. By tracing out all degrees of freedom in B from
ρ (Eq. (C.22)), we can write the reduced density matrix ρA as
ρA = TrB ρ = cos
2(Θ)TrB |ψodd〉〈ψodd|+ sin2(Θ)TrB |ψeven〉〈ψeven|, (C.25)
where the trace of the mixed terms (|ψodd〉〈ψeven|, |ψeven〉〈ψodd|) vanishes due
to the non-sharing of B basis states. Moreover, ρoddA = TrB |ψodd〉〈ψodd| and
ρevenA = TrB |ψeven〉〈ψeven| contribute separately to the spectrum of ρA due to
the non-sharing of A basis states.
We now calculate the spectrum of ρoddA . Note that the state |ψodd〉 repre-
sents a single ONC of the N particles and as a result the ONC iA is uniquely
determined by iB in the product states |ψnA,oddiA,jA 〉|ψnB ,oddiB ,jB 〉. Therefore, ρoddA does
not connect any pair of states, in the set {|ψnA,oddiA,jA 〉}, with different ONC iA.
This result, allows us to identify that the sector of ρoddA that connects states in
{|ψnA,oddiA,jA 〉} with fixed PP jA is diagonal with
(
N
n
)
equal non-zero elements of
value 1
N !
.
(
N
n
)
is the number of possible ONCs in the partition A with nA = n
and we only consider the contribution of a single PP jB to TrB |ψodd〉〈ψodd|. It
then follows that the non-zero eigenvalues of ρoddA can be obtained by rescaling
the above eigenvalues by a factor of nA!nB! = n!(N − n)!. By an equivalent
set of arguments ρevenA has the same eigenvalues. Combining all the above and
using Eq. (C.25), we find that ρA has two sets of eigenvalues:
(
N
n
)
eigenvalues
of cos2(Θ)/
(
N
n
)
and
(
N
n
)
eigenvalues of sin2(Θ)/
(
N
n
)
. Therefore, the Rényi en-
tanglement entropies are
Sα(n) = ln
(
N
n
)
+
1
1− α ln
[
cos2α(Θ) + sin2α(Θ)
]
, (C.26)
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and the von Neumann entropy (α = 1) is
S1(n) = ln
(
N
n
)
− cos2(Θ) ln [cos2(Θ)]− sin2(Θ) ln [sin2(Θ)] . (C.27)
According to Eqs. (C.26) and (C.27), the maximum entropy corresponds to
Θ = pi/4 and 3pi/4 (|Ψ〉 = eiδ√
2
|ψodd〉+ 1√2 |ψeven〉), where all the 2
(
N
n
)
eigenvalues
of ρA are equal and thus all the Rényi entropies are equal to
Sα(n) = ln
(
N
n
)
+ ln 2. (C.28)
For Θ = 0 and pi/2, |Ψ〉 = |ψodd〉 or |ψeven〉, only
(
N
n
)
equal eigenvalues survive
yielding a minimum entropy of
Sα(n) = ln
(
N
n
)
. (C.29)
These limits can be seen in Fig. 2.6 for V/t 1.
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Appendix D
Ground state at V/t = −2
Consider the Hamiltonian of the t − V model given in Eq. 1.1 at the special
interaction strength V = −2t corresponding to the first order phase transition:
H = −t
L∑
i=1
(c†ici+1 + c
†
i+1ci )− 2t
L∑
i=1
nini+1 (D.1)
where we assume periodic boundary conditions for N even and anti-periodic
boundary conditions for N odd.
D.1 Fermion occupation basis
We study the effect of H in the N fermion occupation basis {|ψa〉}, where
the index a runs over all of the
(
L
N
)
possible configurations. For ex-
ample, for N = 2 and L = 4 there are six such states: |ψa〉 ∈
{|1100〉 , |1010〉 , |1001〉 , |0110〉 , |0101〉 , |0011〉}.
Starting with the potential operator V ≡ −2t∑Li=1 nini+1 which is diagonal
in this basis, we have
V |ψa〉 = −2t n(11)a |ψa〉 , (D.2)
where n(11)a counts the number of bonds connecting two occupied sites in the
state |ψa〉. The hopping operator T ≡ −t
∑L
i=1(c
†
ici+1 + c
†
i+1ci ) turns |ψa〉 into
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a superposition of all the states |ψb〉 connected to |ψa〉 by moving one particle
to a neighboring empty site. We can write:
T |ψa〉 = −t
∑
b∈Sa
|ψb〉 , (D.3)
where Sa is the resulting index set of occupation states |ψb〉, i.e. b ∈ Sa ⇐⇒
〈ψb|T |ψa〉 6= 0. The cardinality of Sa is
card(Sa) ≡
∑
b∈Sa
1
= n(10)a + n
(01)
a
= 2N − 2n(11)a , (D.4)
where n(10)a (n(01)a ) counts the number of occupied-empty (empty-occupied)
bonds in |ψa〉 and in the last line we have used the fact that the total number
of particles on a ring is (independent of the index a)
N = n(11)a + (n
(10)
a + n
(01)
a )/2. (D.5)
A general matrix element in the fermion occupation basis is given by:
〈ψc|T |ψa〉 = −t

1 c ∈ Sa
0 otherwise
(D.6)
which is guaranteed to be real, thus
〈ψc|T |ψa〉 = 〈ψa|T |ψc〉 ⇒ c ∈ Sa ⇐⇒ a ∈ Sc. (D.7)
This is a useful result that can be used to swap the order of restricted and
un-restricted summations.
Let us know consider the action of T on a general state |Ψ〉 = ∑a Ca |ψa〉
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where Ca ∈ C:
T |Ψ〉 = −t
∑
a
Ca
∑
b∈Sa
|ψb〉
= −t
∑
c
|ψc〉
∑
a
Ca
∑
b∈Sa
〈ψc|ψb〉
= −t
∑
c
|ψc〉
[∑
a
Ca
∑
b∈Sa
δc,b
]
(D.8)
where we have inserted a resolution of the identity operator
∑
c |ψc〉 〈ψc| = 1
into the second line. Now,
∑
b∈Sa δc,b 6= 0 ⇐⇒ c ∈ Sa and using Eq. (D.7) we
can write ∑
a
Ca
∑
b∈Sa
δc,b =
∑
a∈Sc
Ca . (D.9)
Substituting into Eq D.8 above and relabelling a↔ c leads to the general result:
T |Ψ〉 = −t
∑
a
∑
c∈Sa
Cc |ψa〉 . (D.10)
Written in this form, we can combine Eq. (D.10) with Eqs. (D.2) and (D.4) to
compute the action of the full Hamiltonian at V = −2t on |Ψ〉:
H |Ψ〉 = −t
∑
a
[∑
c∈Sa
Cc + 2n(11)a Ca
]
|ψa〉
= −2tN |Ψ〉 − t
∑
a
∑
c∈Sa
(Cc − Ca) |ψa〉 . (D.11)
D.2 The Flat State
From Eq. (D.11) it is immediately apparent that the flat state
|Ψ0〉 = 1√(
L
N
)∑
a
|ψa〉 (D.12)
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is an eigenstate ofH with energy−2tN . To prove that |Ψ0〉 is indeed the ground
state, we consider matrix elements of the shifted operator H ′ = H + 2tN for a
general state |Ψ〉 expanded in the fermion occupation basis:
〈Ψ|H ′|Ψ〉 = −t
∑
a,b
∑
c∈Sa
(Cc − Ca) 〈ψb|ψa〉 C∗b
= t
∑
a
∑
c∈Sa
(|Ca|2 − C∗aCc)
= t
∑
a
∑
c∈Sa
(|Cc|2 − C∗cCa) (D.13)
where we have swapped the summations (and relabelled) in the last line making
use of Eq. (D.7). Now, we can rewrite the matrix element as:
〈Ψ|H ′|Ψ〉 = t
2
∑
a
∑
c∈Sa
(|Ca|2 − C∗aCc + |Cc|2 − C∗cCa)
=
t
2
∑
a
∑
c∈Sa
|Ca − Cc|2 ≥ 0. (D.14)
Thus H ′ is a positive operator and the flat state |Ψ0〉 is the ground state of H
at V = −2t for fixed N .
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